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INTRODUCTION

In connection with its work on molecular distillation of the glycerides

and minor constituents of soybean oil, the U, S.- Regional Soybean In-

dustrial Products Laboratory during the fiscal years 1938-1941, inclusive,

has assembled a file of patents and journal articles dealing with all

phases of molecular distillation. Titles of these papers have been pub-
lished previously (l, 2),. In the following pages abstracts of their

contents are made available to others interested in applying this valuable
physico-chemical tool to research in other fields of .organic chemistry.

As a matter of convenience the abstracts have been arranged in chron-
ological order and numbered serially;, similar patents have been grouped
under the same serial number, chronological order of filing within the .

group being indicated by a, b, c, etc., after the serial number. A list

of patents in numerical order under countries in alphabetical order and

an alphabetical index of r.uthors, patentees, and patent assignees, with
references to abstract numbers, are appended to the list of r.bstracts.

The abstracts include references not only to true molecular distillation
but also to short-path high-vacuum distillation since the distinction
between these two types of distinction is arbitrary and cert?.inly not

^ critical. The following definitions r.dequately serve the present purpose:?

*si ly . High-vacuum di stillr.tion refers to distillation under a

22: pressure- of less than 1 mm. of mercury,

2. '"Short-path high-vacuum distinction is a particul'-r crse
of high-vacuum distillati'.'^n rnd is carried out at a pressure
not exceeding 10~2 mm, of mercury, preferably between 10-2 f, nd
10-6 jniri^ of mercury, under such conditions that the vaporised
m.olecules leaving the evaporator have direct and easy access to
a condensing surface in close proximity to the evaporating
surface (3)o" The evaporating and condensing surfaces may be

"from about half-an-inch to a few inches apart,"

3, Moleculrr distillation is a special ease of short-path
distillation, in which the distance between evaporating and
condensing surfaces is less than the mean free pr.th of the
molecules involved at the pressuret -used.

Choice of the proper pressure range and the distance between 'evaporating
and condensing surfaces is in general dependent upon the vapor prossure^^
molecular weight, and thermal instability of the substances' involved,
and the desired rate of distillation.

Reviews of the subject generally giv« credit for the first application
of true molecular distillation to gronsted and Hevesy (Abstract 3), in
their separation of the isotopes of mercury, although., as Washburn
(Abstract 11) points out, "the rate of distillation under conditions
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analogous to those virhich preTe.il in tliis t;rpe of stiil tes beer employed
ty Langmuir ar_d others (4) as p. rr.exhod for "leasurirg the varbr prfSEure-.

of metals at high temperatures." In the d-ece:de- follov/ing the BrBnsted-
Hev«;sy papers^ molecular distillation was independently applied to organic
substances of very low vapor pressure by Watermri.n (Abstract 7), Eurch
(Abs. tract 8), Ifeshburn (Abstract 11), and Hickman (Afcstrsct 15), However,
the advantages of distillation over a more or less short 'path had been
recognized for many years prior to tiie v^fork of ErBnstcd and Hevesy,
A^ccording to Caldwell and Eurtley (Abstract l), Chevreul (5) first showed
that fats and the higher fatty acids could be. distilled vj^ithout decom-
position in a Toricellian vacuum. ?rraf ft. and- coworkers carried, out a-
number of vacuum distillations of fats and fa-tty acids' (6) and in, soiae of
th-eir latei; work apparently approached jnolecular. conditions j for exapiple^

they showed that lauric, myristic, palmitic, and stearic acids would sub--

lime at a irieasurable rate even at ambient temLperatures, Other early
applications- of short-path vacuum distillation are mentioned in the

abstracts.

Except for the BrBnsted-Hcvesy papers, articles on the high-vacuum sub-
.

lim.ation of metals have not been abstracted. A list of sucVi pepers by
Chaudron and covirorkers is appended en page. 89. '

'

A statement giving useful information on patents, and in parti c'uiar

directions for obtaining specifications and drawings, is given on 'page

ii of Chemical .Abstracts, Vol. c5 No. 1 (January 10, 1941).

As long as they are a"vailable , addition?! copies of this •mimeographed
publication may be obtained without cost upon application to tb.e U. S»

Regional Soybean Industrial Froc'Iucts Laboratory, TJrbana ,' Illinois.

Liter^ature Cited

(1) Detwiler and Markley, -Oil and Soap 16, 2-5 (1939').

(2) Detwiler. Gil and Soap rz, 241-243 TT940) . ' •

(3) Fawcett. British patent 501,194. ' '

(4) Jones, Langmuii; and Mackay. Phys , Rev. _30, 201 (1927), and the
.literature there cit-ed. Also Knudsen. Anr.. phys . 47, 697 (1915).

.

(5) Chevreul. Les Corps Gras, pp. .23, 77, 178, 186,

(6) Krafft, ct al. Ber. 2_9, 1316, 2240; 32, 1623; _33, 3207; ^,. 1690,

4339, 4344; _37, 95; 38_, .242, 254, 262; 40, 4770, 4775, 4779: 42,

202, 21-0.
'

,
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ABSTRACTS OF PATENTS AND JOURNAL

ARTICLES RELATING TO MOLECULAR DISTILLATION

1, Caldwell, Kenneth S,, and Hurtley, William Holdsvrorth

J. Chem. Soc. 95, 855 (1909) -
' •

THE DISTJLIATION OF PUTTER FAT, COCQANUT OIL, AND THEIR FATTY ACIDS

Flasks of 50-300 cc, capacity were used, bavin^-, a trap in the neck 2 to.

6 cm. above the bulb of the flask, and a rece-V-r ti;be leading from the

trao. A cathodic vacuum •ms obtained with a Caede pump, and was esti-

mated by means of a Crookes tube. Heat v/as supplied by an alloy or

paraffin bath.

Fatty acids from coconut oil were distilled at temperatures much lower

than those previously reported by Krafft urir.p-, ordinary'' vacuum distilla-
tion apparatus, e.g,, lauric 89°, myristic 96°, palm'itjc 114^, stearic
128°, oleic' 130°, At a slower rate the distillations could have been
carried out at even lower temperatures, "In the vacuiiii! of the cathode

light, a liquid has no boiling point, but .., sublimes or evaporates,

just as water does in air below its boiling point, at a rate and at a

temperature depending on the nature of the substrncr- and on the temper-
ature to which it is heated." Similar distillations were carried out on
fatty acids fromi butter, and on triglycerides from butter and coconut oil.

2. BBmer, A., and BauiTiann, J,

2. Unters. Nahrgs.-u. Genussm. 40, 97 (1920)
Issue of Sept. 15, 1920

BEITRXc-E ZUR FJ^ICITNIS DER GLYCERIDE DER FETTE L^ID' OLE. IX. DIE GLYCERIDE
DES COCOSFETTES

Coconut oil, in 70-80 g, portions, was distilled in the vacuvim produced
by a Krafft falling mercury pump. The distillation flask was apparently
of the Anschutz type, i.e., having an enlarged (sausage) side-arm for the
collection of distillate. Most of the distillate v/as removed in 'the

temperature range 255 to 260°_C* Distillation was carried out under high-
vacuum, short-path, non-ebullient conditions , 'although it is doubtful that
an uninterrupted path obtained between distilling ahd condensing surfaces.

»»

The essentials of this paper were presented orally by Pom.er at the meeting
of the Association of German Nutrition Cherndst-s at Coblentz, May 23, 1914
(see Z. Unters, Nahrgs,-u. Genussm. _28, 586 (1914); Chem. Z. 38, 844
(1914) ).
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i3. Bronsted, J, -N. , and Hevesy, G. von
Nature 106 , 144 (1S20)

Dated September 25, 1920; issue of September 30, 1S20

THE SEPARATION OF THE ISOTOPES OF I'XRCURY

Partial separation of the isotopes of mercury was accomplished by molec-
ular distillation in a small pot-type still. In one experiment one-seventh
of a charge of 40 cm,'' of mercury was evaporated and condensed on a highly
coded surface; the condensate had a density of 0* 999980, taking the

density of ordinary mercury as unity. In another experiment about three-
fourths of the miercury was evaporated and the residual portion ejvaminf-d;

it^ density AVRs 1,000031. Densities were measured with a !J^^ofraai«iieT',r;i7ii3ifh

an error of less than one cart in a million.

4. Yolmer, M, ^

Z ancew. Chem. 34, 14^ (1G21)
Received for publication March 31, 1921; is?ue of April 15, 1921

NEIJE HOCHVAKUIJMLffiTHODEil IN DER CHn^IIE

Short-path sublimations can be; carried out at pressure? arourd ,01 mm, in
a cylindrical distillation flask having an interroal condenser. Suspended
below the condenser are four trays for the reception of distillate frac*
tions, each tray being -STapported from "ears" on the tray next above, . The
outer wall and bottom of each tray acts as a condenser for the . reception
of distillate in the tray r.ext below. Distillaticn is rapid and non*-

ebullient. In an exam.ple, 25 cc. of 6- and p-nitrotolutne (b.p, 220" and
237" resp. at 760 mm,) were distilled in 15 minutes at a bath tem^perature

of 35°.

5, Bronsted, J, N, , and Htvesy G, von
Nature 107, 619 (1921) -

Dated June 29, 1921; issue of July 14, 1921

THE SEPARATION OF THE ISOTOPES OF CHLORINE

Concentrated hydrochloric acid cooled to .-50" C, was fractionated under
high vacuum in a pot-tj'pe molecular still, the distillate being colidensed

on a surface cooled vdth liquid air. The lightest and heaviest . fractions
were converted to so-dium chloride. Densities of the salt fromi these
fractions w^ere 1,20222 and 1,20255, respectively, at 26''C, These figures
corresponded to a difference of 6,5 percent in the atomic ratio of the

isotopes of chlorine.
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6a,, Bronsted, J. N., and Hevesy, G, v*n
. Z. physik. Chem. _9S, 189 (1921)

Dated Jur.e 1921; received for put: li cation August 29, 1921

UBER DIE TREmJUNG DER ISOTOPEN DES QUECKSII.BERS

The theory of molecular distlllatioh 'is discussed in its 'application to

a partial separation of the Isotopes of raercury, A pot-type molecular
still is described and illustrated, havlnjr, a capacity of 200 cm,"- and a
distance between evaporating and condensing surfaces of 1 to 2 cm. The
condensing dome ic cooled with' liquid air. Under the -TO-cuum produced by
a Vollmer pump and at 45''C. (vapor pressure of mercury 0.01 mm., mean free

path ca, 10 mm.), the distillation rate was 0.35 cm,*^ per hour per cm,"^

of evaporating surface. Under such conditions a definite separation of
mercury isotopes was achieved, as measured by density determinations..
Separation was effected even at higher temperatures, e.g., 120*C., when
the vapor pressure was 0.7 mm., the mean freo path 0.15 rarri., and the distil-
lation rate 1,5 cm, per hour per cm. . Tia/o similar stills, having
capacities of 40 and 8 cm,^' of distilland, are described, •

The experimental results confirm the assumiption that the rate of m.ole-
cular distillation of the components of a mixture is inversely propor-
tional to the sq-a8.re root- of the molecular weights of these components.

Isotope separation was also achieved by effusion methods.

6b. Bronsted, J. N., and Hevesy, G. von
Phil. Mag. (6) 43, 31 (1922)

Issue of January, 1922

ON THE SEPARATIOIv OF THi: ISOTOPEC OF fERCURY

An English translation of the foregoing paper.

7. Waterman, H, I.^ and Nijholt, J. A. ,

'

Chem. V/eekblad 24, 268.(1927)* '

.

Dated April/ 1927

DESTILLATIE VAN COCOSOLIE EIJ ZEER lAGEN BRUK

Previous apparatus for the high-vacuum (with mercury ^vapor pump) distil-
lation of coconut oil (li/aterman and Rijks, Z. deut. Ol-Fett-Ind. 46, 177
(1926) vfas modified to include a distillation flask containing an~Tn-
ternally water-cooled condenser which permitted molecular' distillation.
Coconut oil distilled v/ith the modified appara-tus at free air (McLeod gage)
pressures of 0.002 - .003 mm., was suitable for edible purposes; the
chemdcal constants remained unaltered, and there was no decomposition.
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This work was appsrcntly the first ap]illce.tion of truly short-path high-
vacuum distillatior. to the purificatfori 'of .organic sut^trrnces . It .seems,

to have been done without knowledge of the work of Bronsted and Hevesy on
isotopes of mercury and chlorine.

Burch, Cecil R,, Ba.ncroft, Frank E. , and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical
Company, Ltd.

British patent 3C)S,078'

.Applications Septe-mber 21, 1927 and F^rch 12, 1928 .

Complete spec, accepted December 21, 1928

jrPROYEMEKTS IN OR RELATING TO VACUm? DISTILUTIOH

Ihe invention relates to the evaporative' -vacuum distillation of organic
materia'-ls at the lowest temperatures consistent with reasonable speed of
opera.tion, whereby thermal decomposition and fonnation of azeotropic mix-
tures are avoided, A distilland is heated v/ithin a highly evacuated
chamber (i.e., molecules of residual gas have been - subEt?.ntially removed)
and distillate molecules are collected on a cooled condensing surface
located at a distance from the distilland surface which is commensurate
with the mean free path of the distillate molecules. For substances of
very low vapor pressure which distill quietly, without ebullition, the

distilland surface-condenser gap m.ay be less than this mean free path.

More volatile substances which splash when distilling require the inter-
position of heated baffles betv\recn distilling and condensing surfaces,
so that distillate molecules reach the condenser by diffusion over a

longer path.

Metal apparatus for large-scale distillations is described -and illustrated,
A vacuum-tight chamber contains a series of superimposed horizontal trays
over' which the distilland flows; residue from one tray is passed to the
tray next below. About 1 cm. above each distilling surface is placed an
inclined condenser for the collection of distillate j drainage gutters from
the condensers may be arranged to collect one or several fractions in the

course of a single distillation. Apparatus incorporating baffles for use

in ebullient distillations is also shovm. Pressures of the order of 10""^

mm., are obtained with a condensation pui^p,
'

A complete continuous distilling plant is described.

Several examples show the application of molecular distillation to pe-
troleum products.

Six claims cover the process of m^olecular distillation of organic materials
in the several t^-pes of apparatus mentioned. Tv/o claims cover distillates
and residues so obtained.
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Burch, Cecil R., and Bancroft, Fra'nk E, (to' Associated Electrical Indus-

tries, Ltd.)
U. S« patent 1,955,321

Application August 22, 1928

In Great Britain September 21, 1927

Patented April 17, 1934

VACmm DISTILLATION

Corresponds to British patent 303,078 with the addition of two figures of
modified apparatus and several para^iraphs of text. Apparatus for both e- .1"!;

bullient and non-ebullient vacuim distillation is described and illustrated.
Two claims cover "a process of distilling liquid orf^anic material that is

subject to' thermal decomposition comprising vaporising the m.aterial at sub-

atmospheric pressure and condensing the distillate upon a surface that is

situated at a distance from, the Surface of the distilland less than the
mean free path of a m.olecule of the distillate vapor."

8c, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co. '
'

'

French patent 662,643
Application August 16, 1928

Prior applications in Great Britain September 21, 1927 and Iferch 12,

1928
Granted T..-5irch 25, 1929

'"

Published August 9, 1929

PERFECT I0MEI,:ENTS AUX DISTILL/^TIOKS DAKS LE VIDE

Corresponds to British patent 303,078 and U. S. patent 1,955,321. Nine
claims cover the molecular distillation of organic materials in the differ-
ent t^^pes of apparatus described, and materials obtained by use of the proces

8d. Burch, Ce.oil R, , Bancroft;, Frank E,, and Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical
Co., Ltd.

British patent 303,079
Application Sept. 21, 1927 (Divided out of No, 303,078)
Complete speo. accepted Dec, 21, 1928

BIPROVEMJNTS IN OR RELATING TO VAClTbll DISTILUTION

The five claims cover m.olecular stills for carrying out the non-ebullient
distillations described in British 503.078.



8e, Burch, Cecil H., Bancroft, Frank E.j-and Associated Electri-cal Indus-
tries, Ltd^

British patent 316,186 ,•.
Application July 19, 1928 (Divided out of No. SOZjOTS)
Complete spec, accepted July 11, 1929

IFPROVElviliNTS IN OR RELATING TO VACUUI,? DISTILLATION

The five claims cover molecular stills similar to those of British
303,079, but modified to include the features of an internal conden-
sation pump. Part or all- of the molecules distilling from the horizontal
.evaporating surfaces, diffuse through a narrow passage, acquiring enough
velocity to entrain and eject molecules of residual gas in the space
atpve the evaporating surfaces* The residual gas is then removed by the
pumps, while the organic distillate molecules afe condensed oh 'the walls
of the still chamber.

8f, Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co.

German patent 580,213

Apparently similar to British 315,186, Patent not at hand,

ig. Associated Electrical Industries, Ltd.
Polish patent 11,592 . '

Application August Itj, 1928
Prior applications in Great Britain September 21, 1927 and

l'arch'12, 1928
Granted Januairy 28, 19:30 - .

SPOSOB DESTYL/XJI, Pr6z;KI0T/\'EJ I URZADZENIL DO V.TKONTi^lANIA TEGO SPOSOBU
(Process and Apparatus for Vacuum Distillation.)

Similar to British patents 303,078 and 303,079. Eight claims,

9. Muller, Alex
.

. .

Proc. Roy. Soc. A120 , 437 (1928)
' '

Received for publication June 20, 1928; issue of September 1, 1928

A FURTHER X-RAY INVESTIGATION OF LONG CHAIN COMPOUl^^S (n-HYDROCARBON)

For purifying the hydrocarbon 030^^2,, & small distillation apparatus was
built in which minute quantities or the substance could be distilled in -

a vacuiom. on to a polished surface. This apparatus, a pot-type molecular
still, is described in detail by Gilchrist and Karlik (Abstract SO).
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LOa. Hickman, K.

J. Opt. Soc', Am. 18_, 62 (1929)
Dated July 31,- 1928; issue of January 1929

A SUBLIMATION MERCURY STILL.
V

Pure mercury is prepared by vacuum sublimation from ar electrically-
he'Sted alembic. Mercury evaporated under the vacuum- produced by a Hyvac
pump is condensed on the rounded dome of. the alembic, draining into an
annular trough and thence into a collecting vessel, A batteiyof the

alembics may be set up to operate in sCries,

LOb, Hickman, K. •

J, Soc. Chem. Ind. 48_, 366 (1929)
Issue of April 12, 1929

A SUBL'niATION MERCURY STILL.

Same as foregoing reference.

Washbiirn, Edvra.rd Yi., Bruun, Johannes H,, and Hicks, Ki3,dred K,

J. Res, Nat. Bur. Standards £, 467 (1929) (Research P^per RP 45)
Dated August 4, 1928; presented before Am, Chem. Soc, September,

1928; issue of March'. 1929

APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR' THE SEPARATION, IDEKTIFICATIOK, AND DETERMINATION
OF THE CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF PETROIEUlvJ , .

The paper contains descriptions of a rectifying still with a 20-plate
column, all-glass rectifying stills for vacuum distillation, apparatus
for low-temperature fractional crystallization, apparatus for 'combustion
analysis, and various types of molecular stills. The latter are^^of the

pot type and are improved modifications of those described by Bronsted
and Hevesy.

Essential features of a molecular still comiprise a high vacuum, (equal to

or b'etter than the vapor pressure of the substance at the temperature of

distillation), a large and clean area of evaporating surface, a short
distance between the evaporating surface and the condenser, and a suffi-
cient temipers.ture difference between the distilling surface and the con-
densing surface (not less than 60° for organic compounds to be distilled
at room temperatures). It is pointed put that under efficient cooling
conditions, the distillation rate of a given molecular species in a

molecular still may be calculated by means of the Langmuir equation

n
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where n is the number of mcls of the substance distilling per second, p
its vapor pressure at the evaporating surface at T-*K., .S the. effective f

area in cm*^, M the molecular weight, and R.. the gas constant in ergs,

Ajseotropic mixtures may in general be separated in m.olecular stills, sinee
the rate of evaporation of a given molecular species is determined not
only by its partial vapor pressure but by its molecular weight.

Experiments were carried out on the molecular distillation f mercury,
paraffin wax, calomel, and sucrose,

12. Yfeterman, H. I,, and Elsbach, E, B.

Chem. 'iVeekblad 26, 469 (192 9)
- Dated September, 1928 j issue of Sept. 21, 1929

TOESTEL VOOR IIET UITVOEREK VAIJ DESTILIATIES ONDER ZEER LAGEK DRUK>.

In this improvement of a previous distillation flask (Abstract 7), a con*-

denser terminates immediately above the liquid in the distillation flask.
The condensate drops into a tube conducted up through the bottom of the

flask and flows into a multiple receiver, which is immersed in liquid air
and connected with a high-vacuum pump, Conntctions are made with ground
'joints. The apparatus 'is illustrated, ' A£i .an example, ^-brom.on^phthalene
(b, 281,1° et 760 miri,) was rtadily distilled, in the present .apparatus at

a pressure of a few thousandths of a mm. and a temperature of 50* j slow
distillation occured even at ].6-20*,

t <

13. Burch, C. R,

Nature 122, 729 (1928)
Issue of Nov, iO, 1928

OILS, GREASES,, AND HIGH VACUA- '-
•

By distillation of petroleum 'in a mo-lecular still of the Bronsted and
Hevesy type, an oil of very low vapor pressure (e.g., 10" mm, at IIS^C.)
was obtained, ViJhen used as v/orking fluid in a condensation pum.p, without
artificial cooling, this oil gave results comparable with the performance
of a mercury vapor pump having a cold trap lOO^C, below room temperature,
1'Vhen "ionization gages were e-'^cuated with pvimps using such oil, pressures
of 7,5 x 10*" mra, were reached without ovening the glass; when the glass
was evened the pressure vre.s no greater thp.n 7,5 x 10"^ mm.

Greases (petroleum jelly residues) were also prepared from still residues,
having a vapor pressure not greater than 7,5 x lO*"^ inm, at 520° C« and less
than 7.5 x 10"''' mm, at 70*C.
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14. Burch, C. R.

Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A125 , 271 (1929)
Received for publication Jan, 29, 1929; issue of Ivferch 6, 192S

SOm EXPERIliENTS ON VACUUM DISTILLAIIOK,

In this paper are described in detail the previously,. noted experiments
(Abstract 13) on the molecular distillation of petroleum products. The

apparatus, adapted from that of Bronsted and Hevesy, includes a horizon-
tal electrically-heated copper tray having a surface area of 40 cm."^ and
a capacity of 30 cm.'"' of distilland. Surrounding this tray is a water-
cooled condenser having a surface area of 200 cm. placed at a slight
angle to the liorizontal; a spout at the Ipwer end of th€? condenser leads
to a multiple receiver. The condenser is evacuated by a mercury condensa-
tion pump without the use of a cold trap. Temperatures are measured by a

"tmermocouple soldered to the evaporating tray, and pressures are estimated
by means of a high-teilsion discharge.

Detailed discussions of degassing technique and the distilla.tion process
-are presented. • To show temperature reductions permitted by molecular
distillation, a petroleum residue from atmospheric distillation at 320°

was separated in the molecular still into a fraction evaporating over the
range 112-250° (yield 55 percent, mean molecular \veight 498) and a frac-
tion evaporating over the range 250-314° (yj.eld 25 percent, molecular
weight 801). The molecular weight of the residue was 1550, Other exam-
ples are cited. Distillates were obtained which were suitable for use as
working fluids in condensation pvmps*-

5a.- Hiclanan, K.

J. Opt. Soc. Am. 2;8, 69 (1929)
-Issue of January 1929

A STILL FOR LIQUIDS OF HIGH BOILING POINT

Thermal decomposition makes difficult the ordinary vacuum distillation of
high-boiling liquids, such as butyl phthalate, to' be used for lubricating
the walls of manometer tubes. The difficulties can bfe overcome by use of
a short-path distillation apparatus, following the general principleis set
forth by Bronsted and Hevesy, and by i¥ashburii. Because volatile impurities
are present in crude organic liquids, high vacua cannot be attained, but
satisfactory operation occurs at presaures produced by a Hyvac pump.

The still is a modification of the alem.bic described for the distillation
of mercury (Abstract 10a)i Several receivers attached to the annular
trough permit removal of several fractions during a single distillation,
by altering the angle of support of the alembic.
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15b. Hickran, K»

J. £oc. Chen, Ind. 4£, 565 (1923)
issue of April 12, 1929

A STILL FOR LIQUIDS OF HIGH BOILING POINT-

Same as foreg-eine: reference.

16 » Eastman Kokak C».

Synthetic Organic Chemicals 2_; .tJ*,, Z (1529) :'--

Issue of February., 192.9 :

,

TACKLING DIFFICULT DISTILLATIONS^. -
. .

The' technique described by Hickman (Abstract 15a) has been extended st ,'

that such complex substances as castor oil may be distilled, or rather
sublimed, without appreciable loss. After a prelimir^ry degassing to re-
move most •fi the dissolved air and volatile impurities, the substance is

placed in an electrically-heated alembic similar to that previously de»
scribed and subjected to distillation. Temperatures -of the distilland are
measured by a thermometer suspended from the top of the alembic and sealed
thereto by a rubber connection, ?'or heavy paraffin hydrocarbons and
aromatic acic^s and esters, distillation can take place under the vacuvcn of
a H^nrac oil purap. For substances of less volatility or therpal stability
(e.g., dibenzyl malonate, tolyl benzene, or anthracene oils), a Langmuir
condensation pump is used in series with the backing pump. For vegetable
oils or triglycerides a trap cooled with dry ice may be placed between
pumps and still.

17a. N, Vv de Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij
Dutch patent 27,023

Application February 27, 1930
Application published August 15, 1931
Dated May 7, 19,32 •..,..
Published June 15, 1932 •

ITCRKlr/UZE EN INRICHTrNG TOT lilT UITVOEPIiN VAN DESTILLATIES BIJ ZEER IAGEN
DRUK.

A molecular still is described and schematically/ illustrated, which
consists of an evacuated chamber containing a number of heated vertical
plates over which a liquid distilland flows by gravity in a thin film.
Similar cooled plates serve as condensers for the distillate. Since the
distilland flows over both sides of each evaporating plate, distillate
molecules escape to the condensers on either side; but the plates are
paired in such a manner that the distance from a given evaporator to the
condenser in the direction of the pump, is several times longer than the
distance to the condenser in the other direction. Both distances are of
the order of the mean free Dath of the distillate r:olecules. The net
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effect is that the distillate -molecules, driving, alohg, with them the

molecules of noncondensable gas, serve to propel the latter at moleculat*

velocities in the direction of the pump. This feature and the provision

•of thin films of distil land are .essential for efficient distillation.

Four claims for the process and apparatus.

17b. N. V, de Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij .

'

German patent 608,253
Application January 14, 1931

Prior application in Holland Februar5? 27, 1930

Granted December 27, 1934
Published January 19, 1935

VORRICIITbllG ZUM DESTILLIEREN IM EOCHVAKUma

Corresponds to Dutch patent 27,023*.

17c* N. V. de Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij
British patent 358,391

Application January 22, 1931
Convention date (Holland) February 27, 1930
Complete spec, accepted October 3, 1931

PROCESS AND APPAPtATUS FOR CARRYING OUT DISTILIATIOIvS UNDER LOW PRESSURE

Corresponds to Dutch patent 27,023, Four claims for process and apparatus,

17d, N, V; de Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij
French patent 709,974

Application January 26, 1931
Prior application in Holland February 27, 1930
Granted May 26, 1931
Published Atigust 17, 1951

PROC&^ET APPAREIL DE DISTILLATION SOUS PRESSION P^DUITE

Corresponds to Dutch patent 27,023, P'our claims for process and apparatus,

17e. van Dijck, V^fiilen J. D. (to K. Y. de Bataafsche Petroleum. Maatschappij)
Australian patent 863/31 .

Application February 23, 19S1
Prior application in the Netherlands February 27, '1930

Complete specification accepted February 25, 1932
Acceptance advertised March 3, 1952
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PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR CARRyiNC- OUT DISTILLATIONS UNDER LOY PRESSURE

Similar to Dutch pa-tent 27"_,02S. Four claims for apparatus and process,

18. Hickman, K. C, D,,. and. Sanford, C, R. ,

J. Phys. Chem, 34, 637 (1930)
Issue of March 19S0

TKE PURIFICATION, PROPERTIES, AND USES OF CERTAIN HIGH-FOILING ORGANIC- '

LIQUIDS

The paper gives a comprehensive account of molecular distillation problems
encountered in an investigation of high-boiling liquids suitable for

lubricating mercury manometers, (See also Abstracts 15a and 16.) IVhile

tlie alembics previously described are suitable for the sublimation of

liquids of moderate volatility, special apparatus and technique are
required for distilling substances of low vapor pressure or thermal
stability. The use of organic liquids such as butyl phthalate and butyl
benzyl phthalate to replace mercury in condensation pumps, is suggested,
and a pump to operate v/ith these liquids is described.

19. Carothere, Vfallace H. , Hill, Julian ^U , Plirby, James E,, and Jacobson,
Ralph A* '

•
^

J. Am, Chem, Soc, 52_, 5279 (1930)
Received for publication October 9, 1950; published December 18, 1930

STUDIES ON POLBIERIZATION AND RING FORllATION. VII. NORI^IAL PARAFFIN HYDRO-
' CARBONS OF HIGH IIOLECUIAR VffilGHT PREPARE'D BY THE ACTION OF SODlUIil ON
DECAI^IETKYLENE BROMIDE

High molecular weight paraffins, prepared by coupling dibromides with
sodium, were fractionated in a small pot-type molecular still of the

Vfeshburn design (Abstract 11) having a surface area of 18 cm.^. The
(free air) pressure was maintained below 10~" mm. Eighteen fractions,
comprising 50 percent of the distilland, were collected at temperatures
betvreen 130 and oOO°C. These distillates were grouped into eight fractions
and redistilled, and the new distillates crystallized to constant, melt-
ing point. The fractions so treated varied in melting point from 35 to
105°C. and in composition from C20H42 "^^ *^70-^''-142*

20. Hickman, Kenneth C. D. (to Eastman Kodak Co.)
U. S. patent 1,925,559' ^.

• •
•

•
-

Application December 23, 1930
Patented September 5, 1953 .

.
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VACUm; EXTRACTION OF COD-LIVER OIL

A cod-liver oil fraction of higii therapeutic efficacy is obtained by
molecular distillation in a coluirm still at temperatures between 100 and

200°C. and pressures of the order of .001 mm. Degassed oil is allowed to

flow in a thin flim over a column heated internally by a refluxing liquid

or by electrical means. Distillate is condensed on an outei;- jacket

surrounding the evaporating surface at a distance between 1 and ,001 in,

and flows into an annular trough at the bottom of the still, whence it

drains into a receiving flask. Another regeiver is provided for undisr
tilled residues, T^vo claims cover the process of vacuum extraction of

cod-liver, oil or .therapeutic co.netituentE thereof*

21, rlickme.n, Kenneth C, D. (to Eastman Kodak Co.)

U. S. patent 1,942,858
Application Decem.ber 23, 19S0

Patented January 9, 1934

DISTILLATION APPARATUS

The patent covers apparatus for vacuum, distillation of difficultly
volatile liquids. Included are the column molecular stil] described in

U. S. patent 1,925,559 (above) und a multiple still for stepwise dis-
tillations. The latter comprises a series of nested, coluirins ; the outer
surface of a given columm acts as the evaporator for, one , evacuated
cham.ber, while the inner surfact of the ' same columii acts as the con-
denser for the chamber next within, and so on. Undistilled residues are
pumped from the bottom of one cham.be r to the evaporating surface of the

chamber next within. A source of heat within the innermost columji pro-
Abides a downward gradation of temperature at each evaporating surface
from' the inside cut. Four claims for apparatus.

22, Hickman, K.

J. Franklin Inst. 215_, 119 (1932)
Presented at the meeting of February IS, 1931: dated November 4, 1931;

issue of February 1932

A VACUm^i TECHNIC FOR THE: CHEMIST

This detailed review of vacuum- technique includes discussions of the
theory of ordinary and molecular distillation, as well as descriptions
and illustrations of various tyi^es of stills, pressure gages, condensation
pumps, and vacuum assemblies.

23, Carothers, I'/allace H, (to E, I, du Pont de Nemours and Co.)
U. S. patent 2,071,250

Application July 3, 1931
Patented February 16, 1937
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LINEAR CONDENSATION POLyi'tRS ,,.

Linear coridensatioii polxinerE are prepared from sutstances haying tv/o

functional groups, by heating the. .reaction mixture in a- pot-tj'pe. molecular
still to remove volatile nonpolymerize.d components. The still is that des-
cribed by Carothers and Hill (.Abstract 25), The 28 clair\s cover the use
of molecular distillation for preparing linear polyirierc, and the ^pol^Triers

thus prepared.
.

, .

'

24. Carothers, '».allac6 H. (to I'. I, du. Pont de Nemours and Co.).

U. S. patent 2,071,251 .

'

Orit-inal application July S, ISZl (divided out of No. 2,071,250)
New application March 14, 1933; renev.-ed September 10, 19?6
Patented February 16, 1937

_

,

•

^

FIEPP ANL ^^LTKCD OF FROLUCING IT
' '

•'
'

Linear cordensation polymers are prepared by treatm.ent .in a m.olecular

still as shown in U, S. patent 2,071,250 (above). Such products can be

formed into fibers aaid to bt strong, pliable, and having perm.aiient ori-
entation along the fiber axis. Thirty- five claims for s;;>'nthetic fibers
and the method of drawing them.

25. Carothers, V.'allace H. , and Hill, Julian Vf.

J. i^m. Chem. .Soc. 54, 1557 (1932)
Received for publication November 12, 1931; published April 6, 1932

. STUDIES OF P0LB''LRIZA7.I0N ANL RING FORMATION. XI. THE USE OF I'^OLEC'JUR

EVAPORATION AS. A FEANS FOR P.ROPAGATING ChTEICAL RE/CTIONS

Molecular distillation perndts completion of reversible bifunctional
polyirierizations by itmoval of volatile or semi-volatile condensation
products

.

-
"

A. V/ashburn type -pot still, modified to permit' ready access to the work-
ing parts, is described and illusti'ated. The apparatus if. inclosed within
tv;o jiemispheres having an equatorial greased joint between them.. Over an
electrically-heated glass evapoi'atirg tray is placed a flattened water-
cooled condensing bulb. Temperatures art,- mieasured with a thermocouple.
Support tubes for condenser and evaporating tray are sealed to the hemi-
spheres by rubber stoppers coated vdth wax.

It is estimated that the upper limdt of molecul&r distillation for paraffin
hydrocarbons may begin at m.olecular weights between 1100 and 1200,

26. Ce.rothers', VJallace H. , and Hill, Julian W,

J. Am, Chem. Soc. 54, 1559 (1932)
Received for publication November 12, 1931; published April 6, 1932
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STUDIES CF P0LYI;TEI7ATT0N AND RING F0}a"7>TICN. XII. LIKEAE SUPERFCLY-

ESTERS

Molecular stills of the WashLurn type proT?ide mes.ns for con.tiriUously

displacing physical equilibria involving very minute vapor pressures. In

an example, the triinethyl<»ne ester of hexadecamethylene dicarboxylic acid

was placed in the still and heated at 200° for 12 days. During the first

seven days a r.mall amount of distillate collected on the condenser, while

no distillate was observed during the redlining five days. The viscosity

of the residual polyester increaped progressively during the heating, and

the final product showed an apparent molecular weight of e tout 12,000, A

part of the effect of the molecular still treatment it evidently due to

the greatly prolonged tiire of heating.

27. Carothers, Wallace K. , and Hill, Julian tV'.

J. Am. Chem. See. 5^., 15bb (1932)
Received for public-ition November 12, 1951; published April 6, 1932

STUDIES OF POiyi^ERIZATION AND RII.G BORJAIION.. XIII . FCLYA1''IDFS AND

MIXED PCLYESTFR-POLYAJ'IDES

A polyainide was placed in the molecular still and heated for 48 hoiirs at
200°.. ^"' small amount of crystalline cyclic lactam, distilled from thc

reaction mixture, and the residue v;as considerably changed in its properties
It v/as harder and tougher than before and in thin sections was flexible and
elastic.

28. Hill, Julian l/u, and Carothers, v.allace H.

J. i\ii\. Chem, See. _54, 1569 (1932)
Received for publication November 12, 1931; putlished ^--pril 6, 1932

STUDIES OF POLYMERIZATION AND RING FOnM/^TION. XIV. A LINEAR SUFERPOLYA.MY-
DRIDE AND A CYCLIC DIMERIC ANHYDRIDE FRON SEBACIC ACID

The a-sebacic anhydride prepared by t}ie action of acetic anhydride or
acetyl chloride cjn sebacic acid is polym.eric, Vjhen heated in the molecular
still two simultaneous changes occur: the a-s.nhydride ie transform-.ed into
a polyanhydride of much higher m.olecular weight (the ; )o -anhydride ), -which" •

remairis in the still residue, and at the same tim.e depol;;;arierization occurs
v/ith the formi"tion of a crystalline product (B-C-rJiydride ) vdiich is shown
to be the 22-m.embered cyclic dimer; this dimer is distilled and collected
on the condensing surface of the still. At its melting point the dim.er re-
verts to a higher polymer

(
y -anhydride )

.

29. Carothers, V/allace H., and Kirby, James E,

J. .:\m. Chem. Soc, 54, 1568 (1932)
Received for publication November 12, 1931; published April 6, 1932
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STUDIES CF POLYKLKIZAl ICI^ AKi) RirG rOl^.A'xICN. XVI; A POLYAXCCEOL
F-Bm DECArETHYLEKL DIIv'AGFKSH": RRmiDE

a polytilcohol was pi-ep&.red fror.:- de canu^'thyli-nt? dirAKgnt-siuf: I'rcT-idt by

treatnetit of the di-Grl^-nard vith zueth^rl forT":£it<-, A rr.mple of tht: poly-
' alcohol, mtltinc; r, t 110-113", wuE hcr.fld c.t 160' in the ^ol- culcr still

under -x rrtsf.ure ler>e thn'.n 10~ iitn. A trr:ce of crystalline solid L-f

neltinr- poin1> 80° collected on the cond,ensc:r, Y-''J'iich wt-is vrithin 1 cr.« Of Vo.e

evaj'oratin.f: surface. The rerid'j.e v.rar a colorlest, serdtr^nr.-:;-) rent , tou.^^h,

pliable ma^.s, insoluble in the oorcr:on ' solvcjitc , and iati ? prole.tly a three-
dinenslcnal pclyiuer.

50. Gilchrist, I'olen S., and f?:arlik, Berta
J. Cham. See. 1932 , 1992

Received for publicatior. Feb. 17, 19;:

2

SEF^RA-TIOIv CF KGD :'I. LCNG-CH.;T1J rPfliKOlAKi^Gl^S FA FR'-CTIC"-.L DISFILL?TIGN
Il^i HIGH VACUUl^ •

It
, .

•

The molecular still of KuJler (,\bftract 9) was used to sepa^-ate mixtures.

of eicosane (CoqTI^p) and triacortane (CjqF^p) at pret-pures arourd 10"^' irm,

and at a maxitnurn teR-:perature of VO'-Q, X-ra^/ analysis shewed that excellent
fractionation had been efi'ected.

The apparatut; i^- illu:::tr- ted a-id described in detail. Dietilland is

placed in a small plat j. nun; crucible set' into a copper block, -A-hich is

heated by a platinum spiral. Directly over the- crr.cible is a rlass cover
slip mounted on the end of a hollow copper ti'bo; since xhe latier is filled
with a dry ice ?dxture, any distillate is condensed on the eov;.r slip, Py
ir:eans of two ground joints the apparatus xcj-y readily be opened for the in-
trorivjction of saF.ples or reinoval of distill? te fraction. The still is

connected to a irit ruur\' vapor puir.p through a cold trap. Pressures are esti-
ria.ted by ifjeans of a hio;h-tL.-iiCion discharge,

31. Freudo-nberg, Karl, F'Tnedrich, Farl, Bumann, Use, and Soff, Karl

Ann. '494, 41 (1932)
Received for publication Febn.uiry 27, 1932

&BER LIGKIN UKD CELLULOSE. XVIII. UEER CELLULOSE UriD -STARKE

A pot-type molecular still was used for the distillation of a tetrasac-
charide. The horizontal outer co.sing and inner condensing; tube, made
from quortz cylinders, art fiited with a ground ,1c^int at ore tnd. The

other end of the outer cylinder 'is connected to a liquid air trap and
mercury vapor pump. The condenser tube is cooled with water or a dry
ice mixture. The di;';tillanri is placed on the floor of tho outc-r tube,
which is heated in an air bath.
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32. Heilbron, I. M. , Keslop, R. N. , Morton, R. A., vVebster, L. T., Rea, J. L.,

and Druimriond, J. C.

Biochem. J. 26, 1178 (1932)
Received for puLlioati.on Kdy 17, 1932

'

CHARACTERISTICS OF fllGHLY -ACTIVE VITAIHN \ FRIPM^^^TIOKS

To increase the potency cf vitamin /• concertratef from halibut oil, high
vacuum sublimation was employed. A vitamin concentrate wr- s placed in a

boat at the end of o horizontal tube 1 meter long. This tube is divided
by constrictions into segments and is surrounded by s,n electric furnace
capable of graded heating, usually 150°-20°. The far end of the tube is

connected by a ground joint to a liquid air trap and mercury vipor pum.p.

Pressures are estimated by a high-frequency discharge.

A vitsmin concentrate w-? s sublimed at 150-155° for .:-l/2 hours, at pressures
below 10"

" mm. The largest fraction (49 percent) was a golden yellow oil

which condensed in the segm.ent heatod to 80-110°, Spectrophotometric
eAddence showed that some ch^.nges had occurred in. this app^^rently undecom.-

posed concentrate, since sherp maxima (at 297, 313.5, 330, 548, .368, 393
rranu.) v/ere superimposed upon the cuEtor-ary broad alsorption curve of
vitamin .A (max. at 328 nmu.).

With the collabor; ticn of Carr and Jenvell of British Drug Houses, the distil-
lation of ricli halibut and other liver oil concentrates vms also cf.rried

out in a nevj- type of m.olecular still (not - described) , wherein rapid frac-
tional distillation could be effected at pressures below 10"^ mn:. Under
these conditions the vitamin distilled without decomposition or molecular
ch£.nge, giving a r.ain fraction evaporating at 137-8° vrtaich had a consider-
ably enhanced Dotenc^^. E,^/° for the best preparation was 1370 at 328m. /x.
while the antimionv trichloride blue value was 65,000.

Eurch, Cecil R. , Preece, Frederick H. , and /ssociated Fl^^ctricr, 1

Industries, Ltd.
British patent 396,205

Application June 9, 1932
Complete spec, s.ccepted August 3, 1933

IMPR0VB5ET>ITS IK AND RFLATIKC- TO HIGH VACUTIT DIPTIL.TATICN SYSTEI-.-^S

A heated trap is placed between a moleculr-. r still and the rot'^. ry pump so
thr;t organic vapors fror;i the system-, instead of fouling the pump, vifill be
decomposed into "solid and noncondensible gaseous ingredients".

34. Hill, Julinn iV.

Science 76, 218 (1952)
Issue' of Sentember 2. 1932
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- THE ."JJOLEOULAR STILL" AS A TOCL CF ]?IOCHErTC.;.L Hi SLARCH

A brief discussion of the principles r.nd applicativori^ of the .-no-lecular

still. In the author's I'iborstory f.lucose, sorbitol^ and glycine have
been distilled unchanged without difficulty at good rates at "^emperatures

50 or more degrees bclovv- their melting points. '' It is probable that any
substance can be distillsd unchanged if the heat of disscciatior. of its
leas-t stable bond is greater than the molecular cohesion.

o5a. Imperial Cher.rlcal Industries, Ltd.

Dutch patent S5,201 •

Application Beceniber 20, 19c;-2

Application published November 15, 1934
Dated March 16, 1935
Published April 1!;-,19P5

¥ERKV;IJZE EF INRICHTI^' VOCR HET VEE'^IJDEREF VAIT lAGE^^^OI ECHLAIRE
BESTAPDDEELEE UIT DOCR POLT?a;RISATIE VAN DROGF^TE OIIEF VFRFREGEN
PRCa)UCTE!', DOOR FVEt'^UEEL COKTIHU UITGEVOFRDE DESTILL'TIE IK VACUO

Low molecular weight non-pcl^.irierisod glycerLdes and free fatty acids are
removed from stand oils by molecular distillation in a column still. The
still consists of ? vertical electrically-heated inner tube- closed st the
upper end, which serves as an evaporating surface. Bistilland is flowed
over this tube in a thin film. Distillate is condensed on the wpII of a

coiicentric outer tube which is cooled by a water jacket, and flows into
an annular trough, thence into r receiver. Three cl--imis for -process and
apparatus

.

S5b. Oosterhof, Lirk, van Vlodrop, Cornelus, and V;aterm:.n, Hein I. (to Imperie.l

Chemical Inaustries, Ltd.)
U. S. patent 2,065,728

Application December 16, 1933

In the Netherlands December 20, 1932
patented Decem.ber 29, 1936

PROCESS FOR REFOVIl^T LOVv MOLECLTj'.R GLYCERlDEf ^' ROI^ POL^T'TERIZED OILS EY
BIFTILLA.TION

Simiilar to Dutch patent 35,201. Ten claims for the distillation process.

35c. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
British patent 422,941

Application December 20, 1933
Convention date (Eolland) Decem^ber 20, 1932
Complete spec, accepted January 22, 1935
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IIva=ROVEMENTS IM Tlii: DISTILLATION OF POLBffiEISED DRYINCr OILS

Similar to Dutch patent 35,201. Seven claims for apps-rctus, process, and

products obtp^ined thereby,

S5d. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,

Germp.n patent 643,993
Application December 20, 1933

Prior application in Holland December 20, 1932

Granted April 1, 1937
Published April 22, 1957 *

' *'

.

" '

VERPAHREK.ZUR VERBESSERUNG DER EIGENSCHAFTEN- VON STANDOLEN

Similar to Dutch patent 35,201. Two claims

36« Carr, Francis H. , and Jewell, William
Nature 131, 92 (1933)

'

Dated January 10, 1933; issue of January 21, 1953

CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGHLY ACTIVE VITAMIN A

Highly active vitamin A preparations were obtained by use ,of a molecular
still. This still had an /evapor.ating surface of 30 cm, and a distance
between evaporating and condensing surfaces of 1.2 cm. Pressures within
the apparatus were of the order of 10"';'" inm. By raiding the temperature
in 5-7° increments, separative distillation was effected over the range

115-170°C, The fraction removed at 136-137° was adjudged to be a purer '

vitamin A than any thitherto described. E^''" at 328 mm.u. was 1600, while
the antimony trichloride blue value was 76,0u0.

37a. British Drug Houses, Ltd., Carr, F, H. , and Jewell, W,
British patent 415,088

Application January 17, 1933
Complete spec*, accepted August 17, 1934

IMPROVEJIENTS IN OR RELATING TO THE DISTILLATION OF LIQUIDS CONTAINING
VITAMINS

Liver oils are subjected to molecular distillation at pressures between
.01 and .0001 mm. to obtain a distillate having a high content of vitamins,
particularly vitamins A and D, A suitable m.olecular still assembly is

illustrated; ii; includes a degassing chamber and two or m^ore colunm stills
arranged for gravity flow of the residue from the bottom of one column
to the top of the next coliamii, which can be maintained at a higher' temper-
ature. U-traps between the different units permit them to be maintained
at successively lower pressures. Twelve claims for apparatus, process,
and vitamin concentrates obtained thereby.
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S7b, British Drug Houses, Ltd., Carr, Francis H., and Jevrell, William
French patent 767,191

,

Application January 16, 1934
Prior application in Great Britain January 17, 1933
Granted May 1, 1934

,^,

Published July 12, 1954

PERFECT I ONKEf'IENTS AU TFAITEI\ffiNT DES FRODUITS NATURELS CONTENANT DES

VITAlV'INES

Similar to British patent 415,088. Ten claims for process and apparatus,

37c. British Drug Houses, Ltd., Carr, Francis H. , and Jewell, Yalliam
German patent 670,016

Application January 17, 1934
Prior application in Great Britain January 17, 1933
Granted December 15, 1938
Published January 10, 1939

VERFAHREN UND VORRICHTUNG ZUR KERSTELLTOIG YON VITAMINKCNZZ^TTRATEN

Similar to British patent 415,088. Three claims,

58. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
Dutch patent 37,435

Application February 23, 1935
Application published September 16, 1935
Dated January 17, 1936
Published' February 15, 1936

WERK^YIJZE VOOR HET BEREIDEK VAN EEN CONCENTRAAT VAN VITAMINEN EN VERWANTE
STOFFEN, IN HET BIJZONDER PROVITAI^'INEN, UIT NATUURPRODUCTEN EN SYNTHETISCHE
PRODUCTEN, DOOR D^TILLATIE' IN VA'CUO

'

Concentrates of 'vitamdns and related materials, as well as provitamins
(ergosterol, carotene) are obtained by molecular distillation of natural
and -synthetic m^aterials at pressures be^een .01 and .0001 mm. The

products m3.y be dissolved in olive oil, peanut oil, coco butter, etc,
and used in foods, medicaments, or livestock rations, A water- jacketed
electrically-heated column molecular still is illustrated, having three
receivers along its length for the collection of separate fractions during
a single operation, T\vo claims.
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59, Waterman, PI, I. and Oosterhof , • D,.

Rec. trav. chim'. 52, 895 (1953) (in English)
Dated March 1953; received for publication July 17, 1933

j

October 15. 1933

issue of

POLYMERISATION OF LINSEED OIL
I.

'

A column molecular still is described in which the evaporating surface is

a vertical glass tube, internally heated by an electrical element. Oil,

previously degassed in an overhead reservoir, is allowed to drip, onto the

outer surface of this tube, which is frosted to assure an evenly-distributed
thin film of distilland. Any divStillate is condensed on the inner surface

of a water-cooled outer jacket, flowing into an annular trough and thence
to a receiver. Undistilled oil is collected in another receiver near the

bottom of the column. The space between evaporating and condensing tubes

is evacuated by a Tacuum puTiip connected -to charcoal traps immersed in

liquid air. Pressures are estimated by means of a high tension discharge.
Because of the short tim.e of contact (3-4 seconds) of the distilland on

the hot evaporating surface, decomposition of the oil is minimal.

In this column linseed oil was distilled at 2-50-60° without significant
change in constants. Stand oil was similarly treated with the following
results

:

Weight Molecular Viscosity
grams weight- poises

Stand oil
Distillate
Residue

19

41

1610
757

3643

55,2
' 1.51
379.0

The distillate, consisting of free fatty acids and unpolymerized glycerides,,
becaifie cloudy on standing and had poor drying properties, The^^^idue,
on the other hand, remained clear on standing, dried better than the
original stand oil, and had a lower acid number.

40a. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,
British patent 437,895

Application May 7, 1934
Convention date (Holland) ]\'Iay 9, 1933
Complete spec, accepted November 7, 1935

IMPROVEMENTS IN TIIE TREATMENT OF SOLIDS

By suspension^ of solution in a suitable liquid, solids may be distilled in
a column mole'-^ular still at pressures between 10"^ and 10"^ mm. Preferably
the diluent should be partly volatile at the temperature of distillation,
A suitable still is that described in Dutch patent 37,435 (Abstract 38).



Examples are jriven of the distillation of p-airdrioavithraquinorie at 120° in
a TTiineral oil diluent, and of tlie o-anisidide of p-ox^T.aphthoic acid at
200°, mixed with linseed etand oil. Other examples include caffeine and
dyestuffs. Seven claims for process and materials purified taerel-yt

(parent Butch patent net at hand.)

40b» Yvatt-rm?.v'nj, Hein I., and van Vlodrop/ Cornelus (to Iiriperial Cheirdcal Indus-
tries, Ltd.)

U. S. patent 2,12 9,596
Application May 4, 1934

In the Netherlands May 9, 1933
" Patented September 6, 1938

TREATIv'EKT OF SOLIDS

Similar to British patent 437,595, Twenty-one claims for the process of
• distilling female 'sex-hormone , alkaloids, dyestuffs, etc., in the manner
specified.

40c. Imiperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
French patent 773,068 ,

•

Application Kay 3, 1954

Prior .spplication in Netherlands lilay 9, 1933

Gmnted August 25, 1954
Published November 10, 1954

PROCEDE ET APLA.REIL POUR LA DISTILLATION DE SUbSTAIvCES SCLIDES

Similar to British patent 437,895. Seven claim.s for process and products
; obtained thereby.

41, Ca'rothers, 7J. H. , and -van Natta, F. J.

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 5_5, 4714 (1953)
Received fdr publication August 8, 1933; published November 7, 1933

STUDIES OP POLYl,ffiRIZATION AiiD RING FOPvI.'ATION. XVIII. POLYESTERS FROM
w-HYDROXYDECANOIC ACID

In preparing a polyester of m.olecular weiglit 20,700, hydroxydecanoic acid
was heated at 250° for 50 hours in a molecular still consisting essentially
of a suction flask into vrhich a vater-cooled test tube was inserted to act
as a condenser.. During the first few hours a considerable amount of dis-
tillate (dimer and unchanged acid) collected on the condenser.
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42. Hill, J. y-'., and Carothers, W. H.

J. A:n. Chexn. Soc. 55, 5023 (195K)

Received for publication Septejnber 2, 1955; published December 14, 193S

STUDIES OF POLYMERIZATION AND RING FOMATIOK, XIX. MAI^rf-fffiKBERElJ CYCLIC

ANliYDRIDES

.

a-Anhydrides were prepared by the action of acetic anhydride or acetyl

chloride on pimelic, suberic, azelaio, imdecanedioic , dodecanedioic

,

brassylic, tetradecanedioic, and octadecanedioic acids." They are all

linear polykere with mclecular weights between 3000 and 5000. Yvhen heated

in the molecular stilly they disproportionate, yielding in the distillate

p-anhydrides (cyclic monoiriers or cirners) and in the residue w-anhydrides

(superpol;^'Tnerfc of high rriolecular v^ieight).

The molecular ctil] , which is illustrated, is a cylindrical vessel 13 cm.

high and 5 cm. in diameter, v/ith a rather flat curved bottom and an out-

let to a mercury diffusio?! pump backed bv a Ilja'-ac pump. Ixjto this vessel

is fitted, by means of a large ground joint at the top, another cylinder

3 cm. in diameter v/hich .served as the condenocr; its rounded bottom was

3 cm, from the bottom, of the outer vecoel. A trap cooled by a dry ice

mi:>:ture was r>l8.ced in the sA'stem..

43. Hill, J. W. , and Carothers, V;. A,

J. Am. Chem. Sec. ££,5031 (1933)
Received for publication Septt^mbei- 2, 1933; published December 14, 1933

STUDIES OF POLYMERIZATION AND RIKG ECRMA.TIOTI, .XX. M/iKY-}.]EMEERED CYCLIC
ESTERS

When 'linear polyesters of unit length greater than seven are heated to
200-250° in a molecular still, the long cliains couple to form still longer
chains. The resultant superpolyesters Imve molecular weights above 10,000
and are capable of being drawn out into, tough, pliable, highly oriented
fibers.

The simplified still consists of a 250-cc suction filter flask into which
is inserted by ineans of a rubber stopper a test tube 1.5 cm., in diameter
which serves as a condenser. The bottom of the tube is 5 cm., above
the bottom of the flask; the inside is cooled with tap water or a dry ice
Eiixture, Vacua of 0.1 to 2 mm. are maintained. The flask is immersed in
an electrically-h.eated metal bath,

44, Carothers, W. H. , and Hill, J. V^.

J, i^jii. Chem. Soc, £5, 5043 (1933)
Received for publication September 2, 1933; published December 19, 1933

STUDIES OF POLYIvIERIZATIOlJ AND RING FORMATION, JJill, STEREOCHEMISTRY AND
J^CMNISM IN THE FOmiATION AND STABILITY OF LARGE RINGS
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The t hernia lysis of thoriurrt' octadec^nedioate waE-. investigated' as' carried
out by Ru7,icka. ^During t^iis reaction a linear polj-irier -- a polyketone —
is formed] if this is Heated in the molecular still, it cracks and gives
appreciatle amounts of the r.onoc^.clic ketone. The still is not described,

45. van I'atta, F, J'» , Hill, J. W,-, and Carothers, W.'H."
J,. .Ani.' Chen. Soc. 56, 455 (1934) ^-

Received for publication October 20, 1953

STUDIES CF POLYIIE.RIZATIOK /il-ID RniG FOH'-ATICK. XXIII, £ -CAPROIACTCNE Al^ID

ITS POLBiERS

To test its susceptibility to depolynierization the linear polyester of
e-caprolactone (laclecular weight about 4000) was heated for 90 hours at
250° in a -molecular stil.l^ under a pressure of 1 to. 2 n-jn. Only a small
amount of distillate •'A'as collected -- a viscous, dark-colored oil con-
taining a few cryst=ils of the cyclic dimer. The polymeric residue was
darker in color but othenvise apparently unchanged,

46, Washburn, Edward V/,

-American Petroleum Inst, Proc, * 14th Ann. r.Ieeting, Sect, III, 111 (195S)
Presented October 26, 1953 ' '

. ,
. _

CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF PETROLEUIiI — A. P. I.' RESEARCH PROJECT 6

In connection with the isolation and identification of the hydrocarbon
constituents of petroleum, various tj>^es of new or improved apparatus

.
have been developed, including m.olecular stills for distillation in
.extreme vacuum. (See abstract 11).

47a. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., Fawcett, Eric \> ^ , and 'Yelker, Eric E.

. British patent 442,000
Application November 24, 1933
(Patent of 'addition to British ^:22,941 (Atstr. S5c))

"Coraplete spec, accepted January 31, 1956

DRYING OILS

Pol^TTierized fish, oils (menhaden, Japanese sardine, Canadisn pilchard,
etc.) are subjected to molecular distillation as in British patert 422,941,
to remove unpol3T:nerized co-nstituents . The residue has superior properties
as a paint or varnish ingredient* Three claims for process and oils pro-
duced thereby.
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. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.

German patent b5L,844
Application November 18, 19?4
Prior applicP4.tion in Great Britain November ?4 , 19^3

Granted ?'arch 24, 1028
Published April 20, 1S38

VFPFARRPK ZUR VEREFSSEPUKG VON SlAf.DOLEir AUS FISCROLrK

Similar to British patent 442,000. Tvro claims.

47c. Pkwcett, Eric W., and I'alker, Eric F. (to Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,

U. S. patent 2,128,^54
Application Kovemiber 22, 1E54

In Great Britain Lcveraber 24, 19C3
Patented August 30, 1938

DRYING OIL

Similar to British patent 442,000. Ten claims for process and oil produced
thereby.

47d, Canadian Industries, Ltd. (assignee of E. //. Fs.wcett and E. E. .;ft,lker)

Canadian patent 378,403
Filed January 31, 1936
Granted December 20, 1938

DRYING OIL

Similar to British patent 442,000. Eight claims.

47e. Imiperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
Belgian patent 406,148

Apparently similar to British patent 442,000. Patent not at hard,

48a. Waterman, Hein I., and vj-n Vlodrop, Cornelus
Dutch patent 43,250

Application December 16, 1933
Application published August 15, 1936
Dated April 21, 1938
Published J,:ay 16, 1938

WE:RMIJZE TER BEJ^EIDILG \:-V: KOEEPiliKEPIJPRODUCTEK LTI VAN EOTERVETDESTILLA.^T
TEN GEERUIKE KIEREIJ

Butterfat is passed through a column molecular still at pressures between
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,1 and ,001 rim, and at toriptra' ur<:.s bet"'';'t.n 160 ai-ci ^40°, tc ottr.:in a

dj stillate rich in flavor and vit^nriiri contert, i-uit.?ble for use in cook-
inf^. The residue ie sv.itc tie for Ehcrtenirir; , Kir;rpc, rire , etc.

:8b, ".;;;:. te man, K-cirj I., and van Vlodrop, Corntlus (to Impf-rlal Ch?rnical Indi-.s-

trier-
J
Ltd.

)

U. S. patent 2,144,S0G
A X. p 1 i ca t i oi Tk: c erfi: e i- 1 1 , 1 934

Ir. the Ketherlands Decf-jniber 16^ 19o5
patented January 24', 1359

FL^VDKIIvG MATTr:RS ^.ND THEIR APPLICATION

Similar to Diatch patent 43,250^ jhirteen clairtis for prccere and pre-
r.a rations obtained thereby.

rbc. Imperial Chenical Industries, Ltd,

Brit is a patent 448,800
Application Bocejiibci- 14, 19.34

Conver.tion date (ilether Lands ) Decc-yaber Ic, l£l'.:

Complete spec, accepted June 15, 19.36

FLAVOURIKu J^ATTIRS OhT^im^L FKG:' BUTTFP F^kl ALD. T^IR aPPLICATICIT

Similar to Dutch patent 43,250. Five claims for process and prepara-
tions obtained tiieretv.

>d. Imperial Cheinj. cal Irdustries, Ltd,

Frencji patent 782,731
Application Decernbdr 14, 1934
Prior application in Netherlands Dece.Tiber 16, 19.:.o

Granted' Larch 23, 19S5
Published June 11, 1955

MTIERLS SAPORIFIQUFS ET LETJR APPLIC'lTIOlv

Sii-iilar to Dutch patent 43,250. Four claiiris for process and products
obtained thereby.

ie. Watervn-an, Kein I., and van Ylodrop, Cornelus (to Ir.perial Chemical InduS'

tries, Ltd.)
Australian patent 20,902/35

App li cati on Ja nuc. ry 11, 1935
Complete specificatlon accepted October 22, 1933
Acceptance advertised October 31, 1935
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FLAVOURING MTTERS, AND THfJE APPLICATION

Simil'^r to Dutch patent 45,250. Six claims for process and product.

49a. Bancroft, Frank E, and .Arsooi&ted Electrical Industries, Ltd.

British pc. tent 428,719 ..'
_

.

Application February 28, 1954
Complote spec, accepted f.'ay 17, 1935

IFPRO^]\ffilJTC IxJ VACIWM DISTILIi.TIOK -pPARATIIS

The invention coiripriscs a nctal column molecular still hfivinp; a I'UTriter of

distilling; units vrithin a single evacu3te:.d chamber. Each evaporating-, sur-

face is surmounted by a tiered distributor w?iich distributes the distllland
around the upper edge of the evaporating surface in a unifonn thin film.

Ten claimiS for apparatus. ,

!9b. Metropolitan-Viokers Electrical COi , Ltd. (assirrnee of Fr'i'nk E. Pancroft)
Canadian patent 362,459

I'Uled January 22, 19oo

Granted December 8, 19:'-6

VAGUIM DISTILL/.TION APP/.RATUS
'

'

.

'

„
'

Simiilar to British natent 428,719. Thirteen claimu-j.

;0a, Fav;cett, Eric W., McCovv'en, John I., and ImpcTial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
British patent 434,726

Application ?."arch 7, 1934
Comiplete spec, accepted Septem.ber 9, 1935

IFPROVEMEKTS IK AND REL'-TIHG TO V CUW! DISTILI^.TION

A molecular distinction app&ratus coi:.talns a number of units in a

comm.on vacuum chamberj each unit comprises a vertical distilling surface
heated internxilly and a coaxial condensinf surface. Temper?^; tures of the
distilling or condensing surfaces, or. both, m':;y be adjusted independently.
By m.eans of electrom.agnetic pumps, distillates and rf.sidue;- are transferred
from one unit to another, in a stated order, to obtain the maximura frac-
tionation of the coristituents of the dlstilland. Four claJKis for apparatus,

Jd. FaviTcett, Eric vV, , and McCowen, John L. (to Imperial Chemdcf'.l Industries, Ltd.)
! U. S. patent 2,073,202

Application ^fe.rch 7, 1935
In Great Britain March 7, 1934
Patented March 9, 1937
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VACUUM DISTILIATION

Similar to Eritibh" patent 454.726, Three clai^ris: for apparatus,

51a. Fawcett, Eric Vif., !v'cCov/en , Johm L., and Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.
British patent 455,02;?

Application March 7, 1934 ,
• •

Coifiplete spec, accepted September 9, 1935

B^THOVEMEKTS 11^ AlID RELATJUG TO TK: VACUUT' DISTILLATICE OF MATEPIALS
YIELDING A SOLID DISTILLATE OK RESIDUE

Ir the molecular distillation of materials yielding a. solid distillate
or residue the solid ms-y Le removed froii: ex'-apcrating or cJondenEing surfaces
by a scraper in the form of a pistor' ring traversing the surface by mieans

of a screw, for delivery to a receiver. l;odifica^iorLS for vertical and
horizontal stills are described. The apparatus m^y be used in distilling
caffeine from, coffee beans, quinine fr:om' cuachia bark, crude ^-ariinoarthra-r

quinone , etc, Hine claim.s for apparatus and process, '

-

51b. Fawcett, Eric W.,.and IlcCowen, John L. (to Im.perial Chemdcal Industries, Ltd.)

U. S. patent 2,109,129
Application July SO, 1S36

In Great Britain March 7, 1934
Patented February 22, 1938

APPARATUS FOR HIGH VACUIM DISTILLATIONS. ;. .... ,

Sim.ilar to British patent 435,032, Eight claimiS^ for apparatus and process,

52, Waterman, H. I., and Elsbach, E, E.

Rec. trav. chim. 53, 731 (1934) (in English)
Received for~publication March 29, 1934

TIIE QUAHTITATIVE STUDY OF THE CXIDATIOU OF CITROITELLA.L

Citronellal readily oxidizes even at room tem.perature to form peroxides,
citronellic acid, and carbon dioxide. The reaction m.ixture , after rem.oval

of citronellic acid, can be molecularly distilled to separate peroxides from
unaltered citronellal.

53, Waterman, H. I., Over, J., and Tullenors, A. J.

Rec. trav. chim, 53, 699 (1954) (in English)
Received for publication March 11, 1934
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PCLY^SRISAIIOF OF ISOBUTENE

Isobutene ottained from isobufenol wfxt: polymerized with an a l\irrl.T!um

chloride catalyst at low teLiperatures

.

The end product fractici;atf.d in

.;tiii. ' .
•

54, vJatennan, K. I., and vitn V],o'drop, C.
'

Reo. trav. chim. Sc^, 670 (1954) (in English)

DIFFrREIiCES FETVJEEN EIOLOGICALLY ACTIVE SUDST.'.KCES BEFORE AED ISOL'TIOF

FROM TIffi RAE' T,:ATERIAL IN V^EICH TJiEY OCCUK

Carotene aistjol.vod in pal^T; oil can be recovered in corcertrated fonn without
decoip.positic^n, by molecular distillation in a column otill (Abst. S9), How-
ever, the red pigments of natva"al palm oil, v-'hlle distillable, are not
preferenLiallv concentrated bv molecular distillation.- ';Yhen distillates from
natural palm oil are redistilled it becomes possible- tc concentrate the- pig-
ments. It is surm.ised tb'..t for the ruof.'t part 'carstene doeo not occur as a

free molecule in riatural n-:^ Im oil.

55. van der Imlst, L. J. II. .
•

.

Rec. trav. chim. 53, 67£ (l&o4) (in English)
Received fcr publication Mirch 20, 1954

PRELII^IK^RY EOTES OE THE AEPEICATICE OF /BSCRPTJON SPECTRA IH OIL j^^S'^McCms

I' DISTILL'vTIOE OF PAU^ OIL .

The conclusions by a'aterii.- n and van Vlodrop (above) have been confirmed by
absorption spectra measur^^iaents of natura^ palm oil and a solution of caro-
tene in bleached palm oil, comparing evch v/ith its molecular distillate and
distillation residue.

Fawcett, Eric V;
,

',
and Imperial Chemical Iridustries, Ltd.

British patent 438,056
Application Hay 11, 1934
Complete spec, accepted E^ovember 11, 1935 ^

•

'

PROCESS OF REFINIEG CRUDE PATS AND FATTY OILS

lolecular distillation is effective for purifying fats and oils if
first the oil is treated v;ith a small amount of alkali to remove "break"
material, "The breaking step is necessary prior to distillation, partly
because it avoids meclianical troubles xvhich might be caused ly the prese.nce
of mucilage in the short path still, but more so bi.vcause it appe:vrs to yssist
the distillation in_ some way, at present not fully understood, as evidenced
by the superior yield- and quality of the final product. This is a remarkable
effect in view of, the very small quantities' of breaking substances which may



te used," Eirht claims for the process and refined oils cbtained therety;
vitamin-containing liver oils are excepted,

56b, Ini:?erial Cheinioal Industries, Ltd,
French patent 789,919

Avp 1 i ca t i on ¥£.v 11. 1955

Prior .application in Great Britain Ma^ 11-, 1954
Granted August 26, 1935 . .

-

Published Hcvernber f-, 1935

FEPI'ECTIOlJREJaEKTS AU IIAF?IMGE DES GRAISSES ET DE£ IIHILLS tSASHES BRUTES

Similar to Eritisli patent 458,056, Six clajms for process and product,

6c i Caiiadian Industries, Ltd* (assignee of Eric W* Fr.vrcett

)

Canadian patent 378,404
'

Filed January 31/ 1836,

Granted December 20, 1938 -

FAT AKD OIL REFI'vJEG FKCCESS

Sir.ilar to British patent 438,056, Sixteen claims, . -

57, Ereusch, Frit?,

Z. physiol, Chem. 227, 242 (1954)
Received for publication J\ily 28, 1954

ITE:UE liETHODE DEP CiALLEIiAMLYSE

Fatty acids were rejiioved frciii ?^ bile saponifica.tion riiixture by distil-
lation in a simplified molecular still at 150° '.mder a ve.cuuir. of 0.2 run.

The apparatus consists of a cylindrical suction flask in v^hich is mounted,
by means of a rubier stopper, a water-cooled condenser. Heat is supplied
bv a metal or oil bath, .

• •

~a, V/aterman, He in I», van Dijk, Johannes A,, and Iiriperial Chemical Indus-
tries , Ltd,

British 'patent 452,^^42

Application February 21, 1935
Complete spec, accepted August 21, 1956

IKFRCVELIENTS IS AKD RELA.TIKG TO THE TREAT13^IJT OF VITAIIIN-CCKTAINIKG OILS
AND PRODUCTS OETAIIJED THi:REFROiI

Vitamin-containing oils are subjected to mild hydrogenation and molecular
distillation, in either order, to obtain odorltss and tasteless concentrates
suitable for incor-ocration into foodstuffs and medicaments. The extent of
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hydrop,enat5.on depends upor the typo of product desired. In an example,
cod-liver oil was hydrogenated (60-70°, 120 atraor.pheres ).with a nickel
catalyst to give a paste-iike mass having a blue value (Garr-Frice •

reaction for vitamin A) of 6.6. Ijolecular distillation at 180° and 10"'-

inni. gave B percent of a tasteless .and odorless distillate havinf §. blue
value of 40. Six claims for process and products obtained thereby,

"i8b. Waterman ,' I-Iein^ I. , and \'an Di,ik, Johannec. A., (to imperial Chemical Indus-

tries, Ltd.)

II, S'. patent 2,145,587
Application February 20, 1956

In Great Britain F'ebruary 21, lSo5 •

• Patented January 10, 1939
,

TFEATMEKT OF VITAMIll-CONTAINING OILS AND PRODUCTS OBTAINFD THEREFROM

Similar to Eritijsh pa:bent 462,442, Six claims for process and' products.

Imperial Chesiical Industries, Ltd. '

French patent 802,177
Application February 21, 1936
Prior application in Great Pritain B'cbruary ,23. , 19?5
Granted June 6, 1936
Published August 29, 1936 :

'

PERFFCTIONKia^ENTS AU TRAITF^JEKT DF.S hUIIES CO!^Tr!:AIvT jj:s VITAl'fllyES ET ' '
^

PRODUITS EN RFSULTAM' -

'

Similar to British patent 452,442. I'ive claims for process and products.

Hill, J. W., and Carothers, W, H. .,.,""'
J, Asa, Chem,. Soc. 5_7, 925 (1935) '• '

Received for publication March 21, 1935

STUDIES OF POLBffiRIZATIOK AND RING FORMTION. XXIV. CYCLIC AND POLYJffiRIC

FORl^iilLS

Linear or a^polymers prepared by the action of glycols on formals, were
heated in a simplified m.olecular still of the type previously described
(Abstract 45).' The temperature of heating was 230-250°, the pressure
about 1 mm,. After 48 hours a distillate was collected which proved to
be the solid cyclic dim.er mdxed vifith the liquid m.onomer. The residue,
a hard opaque mass, was a linear superpol^mier of molecular weigjhtup to
20,000.
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60. Fkwcett, Eric Tv, ,' and Imperial Chenical Industries, Ltd,
British patent 457,120 "

"

.

Application May 21, 1935
Complete spec, accepted November 23, 19S6

B-TPROVE?-EI\TTS IN OR HELMING TO APR'.R/iTUS FOR VACUUl'J DISTILLATION

The molecular still described^ is intended especially for use in low-

"temperature distillations where the condensir.g surface must -be cooled to

below room^ temperature. A refrigerant can be circulated through a jacket
surrounding the condensing tube. Outside, of the refrigerating jacket is

a "second jacket which, being connected to the distilling chamber, can be

evacuated to the same extent thereas, and hence form.s an insulation for

the refrigerating jacket. Four claims for p.pparatus.

61. Vigers, Erian E, A,, and Imperial Chemical -Industries , Ltd,

British patent 457,778
Application June 4, 1935
Conplete spec, accepted December 4, 1936

IlvIPROyarENTS IK or RELA.TING to HIGE VACUU1>'! DISTILLATION .VPPAEi^TUS

To secure a molecular still in which the component parts are leakproof
and resistant to distortion, the invention provides for evaporating and/
or condensing surfaces formed by a massive body of good conductirg metal
(e.g., aluminum) cast around seam.less m.etal tubing (e.g., steel or copper)
adapted for the passage of heating or cooling media. Three claims for
apparatus

.

62. Markley, K, S,, Hendricks, Sterling B., and Sando, Charles E,

J. Piol. Chem, 111 , 153 (1935) .• • •

Received for publication June 8, 1935; issue of September • 1935 "

CONSTITUENTS OF TIIE WAX-LIF:E COATING OF THE, PEAR, PYRUS COMUNIS, L.

Crude nonacoasne, C^gHgQ, was distilled in a VJashburn-Mair pot-tj/'pe

molecular still at a teriperature of 150* with a free air pressure below
2,5 X 10" mm. Although no appreciable change in temiperature v/as

observed during the distillation, two fractions were cut. The distillation
effected some separation of a higher hydrocarbon which was present in
small am.ounts, but did not affect oxygenated impurities which were, hov/ever,

completely removed by subsequent treatment with sulfuric acid.
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65a. Vigers, Brian i;. A,, McCowen, John L.j and Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd,

Eritish patent 458,117
Application June 14, 1935 '

•

Complete spec, accepted December 14, 1936

IMPROVEMENTS IK AND FJiLiTING TO APPAMTUS FOR HIGH VACUTO4 DISTILLATION

An improved molecular still is described which pem^its ready access to the

interior and working parts 'of the apparatus with a minimum of vacuum
joints. Narrow rectangular plates or blocks serve as the evaporating and
condensing surfaces; these plates are supported in a vertical or inclined
position by means of a cartilever truss attached to an end plate. The
whole assembly, including the evacuating pumps, is inclosed by a horizon-
tal cylindrical casing which makes a vacuum-tight joint with the end plate.
Distilland is fed to the distilling surfaces by trough integral therewith,
these troughs being supplied from other troughs to insure even distribution,
Residues and distillates are collected in two series of troughs. Nine
claims foi' apparatus.

63bc Vigers, Brian E, A., and McCowen, John L, (to Imperial Chemical Industries,
Ltd.)

IT. S. patent 2,137,553
Application June 15, 1936
In Great Britain June 14, 1935
Patented November 22, 1938

APPARATUS FOR HIGH-VACUUM DISTILDVXION

Similar to British patent 458,117, Seven claims for apparatus,

63c, Imiperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,
French patent 815,150

Application December 17, 1936
Granted April 5, 1937
Published' July 6, 1937

PERFECT IONNEMENTS AUX .^PPAREILS POUR lA DISTILLATION SOUS UN VIDE POUSSE

Similar to British patent 458,117, Eight claims for apparatus.

64. Vigers, Brian E, A., and Imperial Chemiical Industries, Ltd.
British patent 458,118

Application June 14, 1935
Complete spec, accepted December 14, 1936

IHS^ROVaTENTS IN OR REIATING TO HIGH-VACUm/I DISTILLATION APPARilTUS
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In designing molecular stillt, greater puKipii.g effi.aiency is r.chieved by •

riounting^ the condensation piomps within the evacuated distillation- chamber.

The hot parts of thie pumpE may be insulated by radiation screens of bright

m.etal foil. Three claims for apparatus, which, do not cover the arrange-

ment of pun^ior. c-s's L-.ra bed in Eritisii patent 458,117,

"5«. Vig-ers/ Brian E. A., and Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,
Fritish patent 458,119

Application June 14, 1925 ' ''

Complete spec, accepted December 14, 1936

HffROVEKEKTS T\>, OR RELATING TO HIGH-VACUmi LISTILIATION AI^L APFAPJITUS

THEREFOR
_

. .

A m.olecular still for. the dis.tillation of solid materials is described.
The apparatus is containe^d within a -vacuum -tight horizontal cvlindri'cal

chamber. Evaporating and condensing surfaces are foniied by parallel
moving surfaces sj^aced a s'nort dirtance apart: these, surfaces may be formed
by thin endless metal belts. Stationary hes.tiig and cooling elem;ents are
mounted at the reaj- of these belts. Solid distilland is fed fror^ hoppers
.into the chamber through a suitable regulating va.lve,,. ai,d is eveiily distri~
bated in a thin luyer en the evaporating surface, i'lstillate and -residue

are removed from the belts b^- scrapers and deposited in s'.-par&te colle-cting

hoppers. Seven claims for procesr- and F.pparatus

.

;5b. Vigf-rs, Brian E. A, (to Imperial Chora cr.l Irdu.strier: , Ltd,)

U. S. patent ?;:,07?=,2?7

Applicf.tion Jun-- 15, ISSC
In Great Eritain Jure 14, 1935

^Patented Ivarch 9, 1937

EIGH VACUU!.^ EIPTILLATIOF AND AFR^RATUS TiiEREEOR : ,

•

Sim.ilar to Eritish patent 45S,11C, Six claims for process ar.d apparatus,

5c, Imperia-1 Chemical Industries, Ltd.

French patent 607,351
Anp 1 i C8 1 i on June 15, 1 9 3 6

prior application in Great Britain June 14, 1935
Granted October 12, 1936
Published January 11, 19.v7

PERFECT I CI«]FEIv:i;NTS A LA. DICTILIATIOM A VIDE iirJT: ET AlDl APPAREILS UTILISi's

A GET HFFFT

Sim.ilar to British patent 458,119. Six claims for T'ToccSG and spparf.tus.



656.. lKip'-;rial Chenioal InduEtriefj , Ltd.
. ,

German patent 64?;, 877

Apparently sirnilar to British patent 458,119, Patent not pt hand,

65e. Imp'..'rin.l Cheinicril Industrier;, Ltd, (B. E. /i. Vigers-., inventor)
Swedish patent SO,?:^

•'

Application Jure 12, 19"

6

Prior a).)plic'ttion in Great Britain June 14, 1035
Accepted Gept raster 9, 1937
Published November 9, 1957 . - .

SATT OGH AIv;ORDH:FG FOR KOPTVAGIG IlOGVARUTT^lDPSTTII/..^ ION
'

Sirnilar to British patent 450,119, Five cluiifib.

^6a.- Fickmar, Kenneth C. D. (to Eastii^an Kodak Co.)

U. R. patent 2,126,460
Applicatior. '\.uguat 24, 19o5
Patented Aupu'.t 9, 1938

B^DICIKAL OLh/v 'II^OUS^ DIGTILI.ATIOK

Unsaturated a.niral or vej.'etable oils f^ re S'Uliected to molecular distillation
as described in previous patents (Ab!:.;tr&.cts 20 and 21) to obtain a distillate
of unsaturated glycerides free of protein materi^'^l, free fatty acids, inci-
pient ranci':'ity, and object:! enable odor, and ?ui"^^acle for use in foods.
Nine claims fo:- nrocess.

C6b, Eastman Kodak Co, (assirne^' of Kenneth C. D. Hickiria-n) ' . •

British patent 485,5'='-9
,

-

AppM-caticn /us^ust 18, 1956
Convention d;:,.te (United .States ) Aufust 24, 1955
Complete spec, accepted May 18, 1958 .

'

,
:

CTROVED F,ROCESS OF LI ST ILL.AT ION OF NATUPAL GLYCLFJDES AND PPFPARA.TION OF
VIT.ALIIN CaTOGTTIONS

Sim.ilar to U. C. patent 2,126,466. Six claims for process and materials
produced thereby.

"6c, Eastiiian Kodak Co, (assignee of Kenneth C. D« }fickiTXi,n)

, British patent 485,614
Application August 18, 1936 (divided 'out of British 4i85,549)
Convention date (United States) August 24, 1955
Complete spec, accepted Kay 18, 1938'
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n'PROVED PROCESS OF LISTILLATICN OF LIKSEEiD A1':D SIMILAR OILS

Unbroken linseed a.nd (sirailar oils are subjected to molecular distillation
,a£ described in .previous patents (Abstracts 20 and 21). A "late" distil-
late fraction constituting a highly purified oil is collected, which is

more unsaturated than the initial material and is suitable for use as a

"super'' drying; oil, TVie treatment of broken or otherwise refined oils is

disclaimed. One process claim.

6ed. Eastman Kodak Co.

French patent 809,700
Application Aue;uEt 22, 1936
Prior application in United States Aug'ust 24, 19S5
Granted December 12, 1936
Published March 8, 1937

PRCCEDE DE TRAITEi3;KT DES SUESTAUCES OLEAGIUEUSES El PRODUITS EK RESULTANT

Similar to U, S. patent 2,126,466, Fifteen claims for process and products
thereby obtained,

67. Hickman, Kenneth C. D. (to Distillation Products, Inc.)
U. S. patent 2,205,925

Application August 24, 1935
Patented June 25, 1940

FAT SOLUBLE VITAKIE COIICEwTMTE

By m.olecular distillation as described in previous patents concer trates
of vitamins A and/or D can be obtained from fats and oils substantially
entirely in their natural ester form. Three claim.s for com.positions of
matter.

68. Strain, VJilliam-H., and Allen, Willard M.
Ind. ^Eng. Chem., Anal. Ed. 7_, 445 (1935)

Received for publication August 29, 1935j issue of Hovember 15, 1935

A MOLECULA.R STILL

A small pot-type molecular still is described and illustrated. The outer
jacket is a glass cylinder 22 cm, long end 5 cm, in diameter, divided into
two se-cticns by 5, well-ground equatorial joint, A water-cooled condensing
tube having a flattened bulb at the lower end is connected by a ring seal

to the upper section of the jacket. At the bottom of the lower section of

the jacket is a well 3 cm, in diameter v^hich will accomodate -1 to 2 g, of

distilland. The condensing bulb is 3-1/2 cm. above the bottom of the v/ell,

A vacuum of 2 x 10"'^ ran, is attained by use of a mercury vapor pump with
dry ice trap.

i
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The still has been successfully used for the purification of prog-estin

and other biological substances,

69. Bancroft, Frank E. , ..-tnd Ketropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

British patent 457,292 '

.

Application September 16, 1955

Complete spec; accepted November 25, 1926

KPROVEI.IENTS IN VACUIM DISTILUTION APPARATUS

An improvement to molecular distillation apparatus such as that described

in British patent 428,719,, (Abstract 49a), in which the stills are pro-

vided with shields covering or inclosing parts over which the distilland

flows on its course to the vaporizing surface so as to prevent cistillation

of volatile portions of the distilland except under short-path conditions.

Four claims for apparatus.

70. Waterman, H. I., and van Vlodrop, C.

Chimie et Industrie 34, 1056 (1955)
Presented at 5th Congr. of Ind. Chem., Brussels, September 22-28, 1935

U POLBIERISATIOK ET QUELQUES APFLICATIOKS DANS L' INDUSTRIE ORGANICUL

Application of molecular distillation in apparatus previously described
showed that polj'merized linseed oils (stand oils) frequently have a higher
iodine value than the corresponding distillates and residues. This is ex-

plained by the presence in thd polymerized o: 1 of volatile unsaturated
decomposition products.

71. Mair, Eeveridge J,, Schicktanz, Sylvester T., and Rose, Frank V/, , Jr,

J. Res. Nat. Eur. Standards 15_, 557 (1935) (Research Paper RP 849)
Dated October 8, 1935; issue of December 1935

APPAPJ^TUS AND fffiTHODS FOR INVESTIGATING THE CIIEl'ICAL CONSTITUTION OF
LUBRICATING OIL, AND PRELIMINARY FRACTIONATION OF THE LUPRICATING-
OIL FRACTION OF A WIDCONTINENT PETROLEUld

'

Included are a column molecular still and a pot-type still which are
described and illustrated. The column still, constructed .entirely of
pyrex glass, operates on the lame principle as that of Waterman and
Oosterhof (Abstract 39), The evaporating surface is provided by a column
2 cm. in diameter and about 100 cm, long. Heat is supplied by refluxing a

high-boiling kerosene within this column, which is packed with jack chain;
use of the kerosene instead of an electric heater prevents local superheatin,
on the evaporating surface. The top of this reflux column is connected to

a system whose pressure can be varied at will, permitting control of the
distillation temperature. The composition of the kerosene is such: that a

temperature gradient of about 15° exists along the column. Five therm.ocoupl
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within the column permit raeacurement of the- temperatures of different
sections* The condensing i^urface is constituted 'by an air-cooled outer
tube 5 cm. in diameter. Five annular rings equally spaced along the con-
densing surface, and connectiijg to receivers, penr.it the simultaneous
vo^thdrawal of five distill'f.te fractions; a sixth receiver at the tottom of
the ccl-amn is pro-vided for the collection of undistilled residues. The

charge of oil is placed in a 2-liter degassing and preheating flask, from
which it flows by gravity through a magnetic valve,' at an appropriate rete,
on to the ev?\por^- ting surface,.'•
The pot still, an improvement of previoufj models descrited by Hickman and
Sanford (Abstrv.ct 18), is a large cylindrical flask surmounted by an air-
cooled dom.e which forms the condensing surface. Distillate flows down the
dome into an armular ring-, from which it drains into a multiple receiver;
a small funnel with iron core, operated electroniaghetically, is used to

direct the distillate as desired into any of six small receivers. The

. vacuum need not be broken during distillation of the charge. The still may
be constructed with a flask diam.eter of IS cm,- and a capacity of 1«5 liters
of dirtilland,

72a, Hiclonan, Kenneth C. D, (to Distillation Products ,, Inc.
)'

U. S, patent 2,146,894
Application October 11, 1935
Patented February 14, 1939

VACUUM DISTILLivTIOK

In the m.olupular distillation of oils cor;tairdng vitamins, sterols, or

hormones, temperatures considerably above the boiling poirt of the desired
distillate must be used; e.g., vitamin A esters, pure, distill at 160-190*,
but when present in the parent oil in small amounts, they distill at 180-
215°. If a substance haA^ing a volatility near that of the vitamin (such

a." t'i"ipf'l?^i'Co^i^). ^*-' ^-dded to_the oil, this substance and the vitar.in will'
distill out of the oil together rt a tem.perf- ture lov/er than that required
for the vitamin alorjc , The added substarice, whose bulk further aids in
sweeping the solid distillate out of the system, is then separated from, the

vitamdn by molecular distillation in a separate still, or by other known m.eans,

The process applies to the rem"o'/&.l of sterols -ind hormones, as well as vita-
mins, fromi oils, T^n process claims,

2b. East^ian Kodak Co. (assignee .of Kenneth C» D, Hickmf^n)

British patent 476,154
Application October 10, 1S36
Convention datt (United States) October 11, 1935
Complete spec, accepted Decem.ber 2, 1957

EiPHCVED PKOCESS OF HIGH VACUUM DISTILLATION

Similar to U. S. patent 2,146,694, IJine process claims.
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72c, Eastman Kodak Co,-,

French patent 811,766
Application October 10, 1956

prior application in Uiiited States Octoler 11, 19S5

Granted January, 22, IS 2

7

Published April 22, 1957

PROCEDe' DE PURIFICATION DE O.TIERES ORGANIQUES PAR DISTILL/iTIGN DAKS IE

VIDE

Similar to U. S. patent 2,146,894. Seven process claims.

73a. Fawcett, Eric Vi[., Whittaker, Donald, and Imperial Cheraicril Industries, ltd.

Eritish patent 464,595
Application October 19, 1955

Complete specification accepted April 19, 1957

lEPRCWMEIITS IK AED RELATIEG TO THE PRODUCT ICE OF OILS RICH IN VITAEIES

An improvement of British patent 415,088, A difficulty of pa;;t v-rork in

the concentration of vitam.ins in raw oils by molecular aistillation, is

that there is a limit to the degree of concentration of the vitamiin. By
the present method, the oils are first partially saponified -- to the extent
of about 10 percent -- whereafter they are xp.olocularly .distilled, giving a-

distillate of very high vibam-in contort. The explanation given, in the

case of vitamin A, is that on partial saponification the natural vitamin A

ester is prefereiiti--^;. lly converted to vitamin .•. -: Icohol Lefore saponific?; tion
of the bulk of the oil. The free alcohol is niore readily distillable than
the ester, Sevin olaimis for process and vita:rrdn concentrates obtained thereb

73b. Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,

French patent 811,920
Application October 19, 1936

Prior apolico tion in Great Britain October 19, 1935
Granted January 25, 1957 •

,

Published April 26, 1937

PROCEDE DE PRODUCTIOE D'HUILES RICHES EE VITariEES

Simdlar to British patent 464,395. Five claims for process and product.

^5c. Im.perial Chemical Industries, Ltd,
Dutch patent 44,870

Application October 2, 1936
Application published August 15, 1938
Accepted December 16, 1938 -

Published January 16, 1939
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l^T.RKVIJZE VCOR HET EEREIDEN VAN VITAMIKERIJKE FRACTIES^ VAF OLIEK

Siirdlar to British patent 464,395, Two clair^s.

74a, Eicknan, Kenneth C, D, (to -^ ^^tillation ProductE, Inc.)
U. S, patent 2,150,685

Application October 26, l'?35

Patented Iferch 14, 1S39

DISTILLATION PROCESS

Because of the presence cf dissolved oxygen and peroxide?, it is difficult_
to concentrate vitardns (e.g,, vitardns A, D, E) by molecular distillation
of animal and vegetable oils, because of oxidative deccjnposition, Decornpo-

sition is avoided by addition of an antioxidant to the oil before distilla-
tion. Thus, hydroquinone is added to a fish oil containing vitanins A and
D and the oil is rolecularly distilled beween 90 and 200" at a pressure
below .01 pjTi. The antioxidant shovild have a volatility near that of the
substance whose recovery is of interest, Pyrcgallol, p-ardnophenol, 1, 2,

4-trihydroxybenzene , furfural, and benzyl-p-ainincphenol are suitable.
Thirteen process clains,

74b, Eastman Kodak Co. (assic-nee of J^^nneth C. D. Hicknan)
British patent 480,865

Application October 17, 1936
Convention date (United States) October 26, 1935
Complete spec, accepted llarch 2, 1938 . .

B-IPRCVEI5EWTS IK HIGH VACUm5 DISTILLATION CF OILY LIATERIALS

Similar to U. S. patent 2,150,683, Seven clains for process and crrn.posi-.

tion of matter.

74c, Eastman Kodak Cc.

French patent 812,734
Application October 26, 1956
Prior application in U. S. October 26, 1935
Granted February 8, 1937
Published I.lay 15, 1937

PERFECT I ONKELIEKTS AUX PROCEDES DE DISTILLATION DE MTI^RES ORGANIQUES

Similar to U. S. patent 2,150,683, Eleven claims for process and product,
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75, liickinan, Kenneth C. D. (to Distillation Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,136,774
Application November 7, 1935
Patented Novembej- 15, 1S3'8 '

TREATMENT OF OILS

The undesirable taste and odor of aniinal and ' vep-etable oils, apparently
caused by dissolved oxygen and peroxides, are not entirely reiTiOved by
previous methods of molecular distillation. Accordinf' to, the prei-ent in-
vention, the oil before distillation is treated with an inert f^as or valpor

of an easily volatilizable material in order to displace al^sorbed air and
volatile riatorir.ls j the oil is then passed in a' thin film cYer a heated
column ata^ pressure less than ,1 mm, to remove residual gases and odori-
ferous fpaterials,, The apparatus is illustrated. Four })rocess claims.

Fraser, Rorx\ld G. J., and Imperial Chemical industries , Ltd.
British patent 467,028

A-pplication date Deccm.ber 3, 1955

Complete spec, accepted June 9, 1937

BTROVELETJTS IN OR REIATIl^G TO lilGK-VACmjM DISTILIATICN

An extension of the fractionating system described in British patent
434,726 (AbsLract 50a ) . In a molc:;cular distillation systcffii ccmnrising an
even nuiTiber of at least four distillation units, the coijciensates from, the
eve n-number';ci units r.re returned to the evaporating surfaces of t.he pre-
ceding odd-iiuiTibered urdts , those from the ode -nu^-bered units (e;s;cept the
first) being rei'urned to tne evaporating surfaceci of trie preceding odd-
numbered units. The residues are transfered in the reverse direction
fror:'one unit to the next. In effect, for each single unit of the
frac bionating s;, stemi of british 434,726, a double unit lias been substi-
tuted, TTine claims for process and condensated obtained thereby.

Fraser, RcnrJ d G, J, (to Imperial Ghemdcal In.iustries , Ltd.,)

U, S. patent Z i2H,22S
Application Eove;mbe;r 7, 1936
In Great Fritai?^ D^^cember 9, 1935
Patented August 30, 1038

FRACTIONAL SKORT-PATK DISTILL^VTIOl; -•
•

'

-

Similar to British patent 467,028, Seven process claims.

Hickmo.n, ?:enneth C. D., and Tischer, Arthur 0. (to Distillation
Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,169,195
Application December 28, 1935
Patented August 8, 1SS9
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PRODUCTION OF VITAMIN A ESTERS '
. .

Animal oils containing vitamin A in the alcohol form are m.olecularly dis-
tilled to obtain a concentrate of vitamin A alcohol. The alcohol is then
treated with an acylating agent, preferably an unsaturated fatty acid
derivative, to give a product containing vitamin A in the ester form,-(5f

improved keeping quality and therapeutic value. Seventeen claims for
process and vitamin A esters.

77b. Eastman Kodak Co.

German patent 664,745
Application August 20, 1S36
Prior applications in United ^State's August 24 and Decem.ber 28, 1935
Granted August 18, 1938'

published September 5, 1938

VERFAHREN Zim liERSTELLUl^G VON VITM'IN-A-PrJ(PARATEN

Similar to U. S. patent 2,169,195, Two process claims,

77c, Eastman Kodak Co,

French patent 825,406
Application August 24, 1936
Prior applications in United States August 24 and Decem.ber 28, 1935
Granted December 8, 1937
Published March 3, 1938

/ / /
PROCEDE DE TRAITElffiNT BE VITA}v:il^:S ET PRODUITS EN RESULTANT

Similar to U, S, patent 2,169,195. Tv-renty-two claims,

77d. Kodak Ltd. (assignee of Eastman Kodak Co,)
British patent 481,189

Application' August 5, 1936
Complete spec, accepted March 7, 1958

IMPROVElfflNTS IN THE MKUFACTU'RE OF ESTERS

Concentrates of vitp..min A alcohol, which may be obtained fromi natural oils

by molecular distillation or by saponification, are esterified with a

halide or anhydride of an unsaturated fatty acid, such :-:-.s oleic or lino-
leic. The resultant product is said to h9..ve superior therapeutic and
keeping qualities. Seven claims for process.
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78. Pawcett, FJric Vv'., and Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.

Britir.h patent 469,425 • .

Application Ja'r.uary 24, 1936
Complete spec, accepted July 25, 1937

IMPROVE^MFNTS IN OR PFLATING TO SKORTPATH HIGH-YAClTull .DISTILUTION

In molecular distillation processes, very volatile vapors present in the

distilland or derived from its decomposition may cause difficulties in the

pumpirg system ty not condensing on the condensing surface; such vapors

may le removed by scrubbing them with a non-volatile solvent. The scrubb-

ing column is usually placed betw-een the first and second condensation pumps

vapors expelled from the still are dissolved in a film of oil flowing over

the surface of the scrubbing column. Six claims for process and apparatus.

79a. HickTiian, Kenneth C. D. , and Hecker, John C. (to tjastmian Kodak Co.)

TJ. S. patent 2,126,467
Application January 31, 1936
Patented August 9, 1958

DISTILLATION PROCESS

The removal of distillates (e.g., vitamins, sterols) from the condensing
surface of a molecular still is sometimes difficult because of their solid
or viscous nature. According to the present invention, such distillates
are collected and swept out of the still by a stream of low vapor-pressure
liquid which is recirculated over the condensing surface. This liquid shoul
be miscible but nonreactive witli the distillate, laboratory and multistage
pilot plant apparatus is described. Ten process claims,

79b. Eastman Kodak Co. (assignee of Kenneth C. B. Hickman and John C. Hecker)
British patent 467,697

Application January'' 29, 1937
Convention date (United States) January 31, 1936
Complete spec, accepted June 24, 1938

IMPROVE^'ENTS IN HIGH VACUUT'^ DISTILLATION PROCESS

Similar to U. S. patent 2,126,467, Five process claim.s

,

79c. Eastman Kodak Co. .

French patent 817,036

^
Application January 30, 1937
Prior application in United States January 31, 1936
Granted May 15, 1937
Published August 24, 1937
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PROCLDE DE DISTILLATION

Similar to li. S. patent 2,12(;,4G7, Ti/Vf^nty claims for process P.r.d apparatus.

2 ^ :v'c DcTja Id, EHi c

e

J. Fra-iklin Inst. 22^, 105 (1936)
Issue of January 19SC

SO?S l^rw AKB IJKICUL APPARATUS FOR PIOCHEriC.'X STUD'^^

Descr-iptions cf unutual insti-uiiitrts used ty the Eiochf/niical' Re:-earch Fo^.n-

dation of th^ Pranklin Instixi.ite are presented.; thty ii:cludo an echelon
cell

,

'all-qu^"'. it.", r-icros cope , niovii cairiers adapted for short wo.velcrj^ths of
li.e::t, phjtov.. j.ectric quantuin counter, and high-va cuura distill -i-ion app:r&tus.
Under th'j latter heading is given a resurae of the principles of v? cu^m distil-

lation and a sketch of the pot-t^rpe Trclecular ttill in use. 1]^ this still
the condonser tule, which is cooled 'vith v.ter erdry ice, is fitted to. the

outer iacLeo I y rfieans of a grour^d joint. The flattened Lottor. of the con-
denser is placed 2 to o iitf . fron the bottom of 'th'. jrcket, iie^t is provided
hy refluxing J.iv.uies V'l'''.c&d i^^ ? flask surroundinx; the lovir- r porti o:i cf the
jacket,. IreGsv.res of less ohan 10"^ rn;ai. are readily nair.tui^led Ly : t-if/o-st.ag<

iT:.ercury diffusion pump together ^vith i. dry ice trap.

A number of sol:Jds h-.-.'.ve been purified in the ctill, ir.oludii.g glucose aixd

Eucroe^; si..:,p.:. . a.,iino ac"de such as glycine ,' glycine. <^ nhvdride , -nd lysine
dihyd.'eoj lorii'->-," n"; e diD<.ptide leucyl-glycire ; asco.^lic •, oid (17r°); 1:2:5:6-
di-ben75 nth.r^ eeu: .,140'" ); chrysenej and cholesterol (100"),

81, ''vatenian. fl \\ ^ .-.nd Lev^-nd^^Ttse , J. J.

Trans. Fi'.raday Soc 0/, ^el (lPc6) '

Issue wf ^anuary 19^6

P0LY:.5ErfI^:Ai.i0J cF LiTr^AIMiJlTLD EYDRCCARFOl^S

Molecular distiilatiLr '-w^. s i^sc-d to £ep,.--.r: to. r.vac""icr-s of different irolecular

weight :i.n ewnnection '>'"i"oh a study of tnt ocl;':..:. ri zai ion of ethylene under
high pressure at 125-1.5i'° w^i'th a li.>.:Tiinui^; c'lloride as caxalyst ana pentane as
l:^cuid dil;ient: iBob:''.3x..ne v'ith aluminur. orcide o:j silica gel at -40° to 40°;

pentcne vath .-..lui.i: nor- chloride ; hexcdecane with box-on trifluoride ='- 1 10-15°

aixd alui.iinuF chloi'ide at 17-2C:'°j and cycloho;.e>"e ax 70". Tne a pp'" ratus is

not described.

Easti.ia.n I'odak Co. (assignue of Kenneth C. E. }lickin;.,n ;::nd /rthur C. Tlschor)
British patent 489, 6?2

Applicpticn Jana;-ary 29, 1927
Convention dat'-: (United St^.tes) February 6, 19P6
Complete spec, accepted July 29, 19S8
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IMPR0VEJ/5ENT IN HIGH VACUUM DISTILLATION OF I'ATEKIALS CONT/' I:?"^NG STEROLS AND

RELATED COMPOUNDS

Compounds having a cholane nucleus (sterols, saponins, and bile acids) are

separated by riolecular distillation from rai/V materials such as animal and

vegetable oils and waxes, fungoid growths, etc. Six procopf. claims. (Parent

U. S. patent not at hand.)

82b. Eastm.an Kodak Go,

French patent 8;:!5,973

A-ppli cation February 6, 1937

prior application in United States February 6, 1936 , .

Granted Deceiriber 27, 19£7

Published March 18, 1928

FROCEDE DS DISTILLATION MOLECULAJRE'

Similar to British patent 499,62?-, Ten claiiris,

83a. Hickman, Kenneth C. D, (to Disxillati.on Products, Inc.)
> U. S. patent 2,165,378

A.pplication February 15, 1936
Patented July 11, 1939

VACUUI'I DISTILLATION

In the molecular distillation of vegetable and arimal oilr, etc., a liquid

of low vapor pressure is added to the- distilland to prevent the formation of

solid or viscoiAS residues v^rhich would clog the still. Such, added liquids

should be freely flowing, not subject to decom.position, and of lov/er vapor
pressure than the distillate it is expected to obtain. Suitable substances
are glycerides cuch as c?jstor oil and olein, prithalates such as benzyl, butyl,
amyl , and octyl phthalate, alcohols such as laono-, di-, and tri-glycerol

,

esters such as triacetin, raethyl oleate, and methyl stoarate, and high-boiling
hydrocarbons suoh as lubricating, oil.

,
Eight process claims.

33b. Eastman Kodak Co. (assignee of Kenn^hC, D, Hickman)
British patent 490^433

Application February 15, 1937
Convention date (United States) February 15, 1936
Complete spec, accepted August 15, 1938

BTROVEIffiHTS IN PROCESSES OF HIGH VACmM-SHOP.T PATH DISTILLATION

Similar to U, S, patent 2,165,378, Seven process claim.s.
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83c. Eastman Kodak Co,

French patent 825,974
Application February 15, 1937
Prior application in United' States February 15, 1936
Granted December 27, 1937
Published Ivfo.rch 18, 1938

PROCEDE DE DISTILLATION DAKS LE VIDE

Similar to U. S. patent 2,165,378. Thirteen process claims,

84a« Hickman, Kenneth C, D, (to Distillation Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,150,684
Application February 21, 193'6

Patented Rkrch 14, 1939

DISTILLATION OF SOLIDS

Solid materials may be molecularly distilled to recover constituent oils,

therapeutic agents, etc. In one type of suitable apparatus, the dried and
ground solid is held betvireen two porous travelling bands and passed, through
a series of e-va.cuated vessels, where the condensate is collected. The- bands
may travel at different speeds, to agitate the- solid, and may be electrically
heated. Other forms of apparatus are also described,- Eight process claims,

84b. Eastman Kodak Co.

French patent 825,978 • '

Application February 20, 1937

Prior application- in United Slates February 21, 1936
-Crranted December 27, 19S7
Published March' 18, 1938

PROCEDE DE DISTILL'\TiOI^I DE FATIERES SOLIDES

Similar to U, Si patent 2,150,684, Eleven claims for process, apparatus,
and products obtained therewith.

84c. Eastman Kodak Co. (assignee of Kenneth C. D, Hickman)
British patent 488,878

Application February 20, 1937
Convention date (United States )• February 21, 1936

Complete spec, accepted July 15, 1928

B5PR0VED PROCESS OF HIGH VACUTB' DISTILIATION

Similar to U. S. patent 2,150,684, but does not cover all of the apparatus
modifications described therein. Eight clsims for process and apparatus.

I
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85a. Hickman, Kenneth C. D, (to Erstnian f[odak Co.)

U. S. p^-;tfcnt 2,113,302
Application March 5, 1936
Patented April 5, 1938

PROCESSES OF DISTILLATION

To facilitate the molecular distillation of an organic liquid, there is added
to the distilland a colored indica tor which distils in maximum amounts at a

temperature having a known definitely predetermined relation to that p&rti-
cular temperature at which the fraction to be separated distils in mf:ximum

amounts. Eleven process claims.

85t)', Hicki^tan, Kenneth C» D, (to Eastman Kodak Go.)

U. S. patent 2,124,879
Application November 21, 1936
Patented July 26, 1938

VACUUM DISTILLATION PROCESS

An improvement of U. S. patent 2,113,502, whereii"; a.n indicator is used only
on pilot molecular distillations to determine the temperature at which the
desired fraction should be collected; thus, the indicator does not have to be
used on the bulk of the distilland. Seven, process .claims,

85c, Eastman Kodak Co. (assignee of Kenneth C. D. Hickman)
British patent 479,802

Application T.larch 5, 1937
Convention dates (United States) March 5 and Novem.ber 21, 1936
•Complete specification accepted February 11, 1938

nCPRO'VEJffiNTS IN HIGH VACUUM DISTILLATION PROCESSES

Similar to U, 3. patent 2,115,302 and 2,124,879. Thirteen process claims.

85d. Eastman Kodak Co.

French j^tent 825,979
Application March 5, 1937
Prior applications in United States I/krch 6 and November 21, 1936
Granted December 27, 1937
Published March- 18, 1938

PERFECT I0N1^TF,MI:NTS AIIS PROCEDES DE DISTILIATIOK

Similar to U. S. patents 2,113,302 and 2,124,879. Thirteen process claims.
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86. W'itennar, Kein I., and i/an Vlodrop, Coriielus (to Sfcell. Developinen.t Co.)'

U. S, patent 2,159,303 .*
'

Application Febriiary 26, 1937

In the ivetherlands Itfeirch 5, 1956
Patented !iay 23, 1939 ..,.

MULTISTAGE . EVJIFORATOR

A multistage evtiPorctor, apparently suits.ble for hi^h-vacuum ehort-patli dis-
tillation, is dfescribud. The apparatus consists of a series of vertical
tubes forming a scries of vacuura-tight concentric cliamters .

_
Ey suitable

connections to vacuum pumps, a stepwise pressure gradient r.iay be n&.intained

in the series of chairiters, the pressure being hi^-hest in the outermost chamber
and lovfest in the innermost chamber. The outerr.iQst cheircter is currcunded by
a heating element, v-'hile a cooling relement is insti. lied within the inhenriost

tube. The outer surface of a given tube fonas the condensing surface fbr
one chamber, while the inner surface of the same tube forms the evaporating
surface for the chamber next vdthin. Provision is made tv v/ithdraw distil-
lates from the bottom of each chamber, and to p^Jixt-.p ijndi.stilled residues from
the bottom, of a given cham.berto the top of the distilling surface of the
chamiber next \;ithin. Two claim.s i'or apparatrus; (Part-rt Dutch patent not
at hand,

)

,
.

'

7a. Hickman, Kenneth C, D, (to Eastms-.n Kodck Co.)

U. S. p-tent 2,117,802 .
_

Application April 18, 1936 -
-

Patented Jfey 17, 1938

DISTILIATIOir PROCESS

A single m.clecular still may be used to perform the functions of a m.ulti-

stage still if, instead of circulating distilland over a number. of successive
columuis, the distillg^nd '.from s -single colvcnn is collected and continuously
recycled over the e"«apGrating surface 6f the saie col'um-n,

.
The use of a

single unit obviates difficviltlcs of temperature and pr'.ssure control in-
herent in the use of sevtral successive u-nits ; further, fewer pi.xrrips, evapo-
rating elem;ents, and condensing elements are re-ouired.

In addition to the •sir'rle-colixmn cvclic? still, there are described and
illustrated a multi-ui-it still having a plurality of -vaporizing surfact.-E and
a coraiaon condensing surface; and a still exnploying a plurality of the single-
coliomn cyclic units. Four claim.s for apparatus and four fur the cyclic
process

.

t, Eastmf;n Kod; k Co, (assignee of K^ennVth C, D, Hickm^an)

British patent 479,816
Application April 19, 1937
Convention date (United States) April IS, 1936
Complete spec, accfptod Febr-uf.ry 11, 1938
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IMPROVEMENTS IN DISTILI^.TION PROCESS

Sirailar to U. S. patent 2,117,802.. Nine process claims.

87c. Eastman Kodak Co>

French patent 826,474. ' • ' '

Application April 17, 19?)7
,

Prior application in United States April 18',, 19Z6
Granted January 4, 1938
Published March 31, 1938 • '

PERFECT IONNEMENTS AUX PROCEDES DE DISTILLATION DANS LE VIDE

Similar to U. ,S, patent 2,117,802, Fourteen claims.

Baxter, James G, (to Distillation. Products , Inc.)
'

U., S..; patent 2,169,192 .

Application June 12, 1936
Patented Aufust 8, 1939'

HYDROCARBONS FROM VACUl^! DISTILLATION' OF FISH OIL
'

Hydrocarbons are recovered from marine animal oils during, the process of
molecular distillation thereof. They may be collected In cooled traps
placed betv.reen still and pumps, or collected together with vitamins, etc.,
in the early distillate fractions, thereafter being, purified' by various
means. Six claims for hydrocarbons so obtained'.

88b. Ea-stman Kodak Co. (assignee of James G. Baxter)
British, patent -501,841 .

Application July 2, 1937
'

Convention date (United States.) June 12, 1936

^ Complete spec* accepted March 2, 1939

AN IMPROVED PROCESS FOR OBTAINING HYDROCARBONS FROM MARINE ANIMAL OILS

Similar to U. S. patent 2,169,192, Five claims for the process and one for
hydrocarbons produced thereby,

'

.

'

,

'

Eastman Kodak Co,
*

French patent 823,767 ' '

Application June 11, 1937
Prior application in United States June 12, 1936
Granted October 25, 1937
Published. January 26, 1938
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PROC^S DE I/ISTILLATIOH DAT^S LE VIDE, EK PARTICULIER D'HUILES D'AKB'AUX
MRIITS, ET FRODUITP Elv RESULTAFT

Sir.iilar to V. S, patent 2,169,192, Sixteen claimE.

89. von Elb.e, Guenther J. E,, and Scott, Benjamin E,, Jr. (to Carnegie Insti- 'j|

tute of Technology)
~

U* S. pat'c-nt 2,198^848 *
'

,

Application June 29, 19r-6

Patented April 50, 1940

?;etfcd foe hige vacuum fractional djotillation

fixtures whoc? oomponentE ht^-ve diT-fererit vapor pressuref;. rris.y be fractionally
distilled under high vacuum by introducing the laixture into a horizontal
scaled container and pasfinc the container longitudi.nally through a controlled
temperature gradient fror- the cold zone tpv.-ard the hot zone, at such a speed
that the components of the /rdxture v/ill dirtil]. and separate into bands in
the cortainer alon^r the [gradient, Cuantitier;; of disiilland as sniall as

0.001 cm,"^ can be successfully handled. The ttmperaturt; gradient mr-V be above

or belovr room temperature. The separation of mixtures of p- and m-xylene,
and of o- and p-nitrotoluene , is described. Severn prccess cleiTiis.

90a, Kodak, Ltd, (assignee of Lactman Kodak Co,)
British -patent 477,955

Application July 6, 19S6
Complete spec, accepte-d Jaruary 6, 1958

IMPROVED METHOD OF FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION

The fractionation obtains.ble v/ith molecular distillation is improved by an
arrr.ngement in v/hich the liquid condensate afti;r )ii"Ovii:'g for some distance
i:.^. co-current v-ith tho distillate \^ipors is collected and transferred via a

conduit protected from the j^.ction of the vapors and in a direction counter-
current to said =VB.pors before being again exposed to their action. Five

claims, for process and apparatus,

90b. Eastern Kodak Co.

French patent 825,680
Application July 6, 1957
Prior application in Great Britain July 6, 1956

Granted December 16, 19S7
Published Iferch 10. 1938

PROCEDE PERFECTIOK^ DE DISTILLATION ET APP'REIL E}' COLiPORTAUT APPLIC/TICN

Siniilar to British pat^nt 477,955, Five claims for process and appar^'tus.

i
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91& « Kodak, Ltd, (assignee of Eastinan Kodak Co.)

British patent 482,860
Application July 6, 1936
Complete spec, accepted April 6, 1938

METHOD FOR THJ": p}7T^PAKATI0N CF VITAMIN D III HIGH YIELDS

Natural vitamin D is composed of a high-boilinf, ester and a lovf~boiling

form, apparently a sterol resulting from rancidity in. the oil or thermal
decomposition of the ester. In previous molecular distillation apparatus,
vitamin A can be removed from oils in high yie'lds , but the high-boiling form
of vitamin D is largely destroyed. In the present apparatus, the distiHand
is heated for onJ.y a short time (flash distillation) in a thin film, prefer-
ably after it has been carefully degassed; high yields of vitamin D are there-

by obtained.

The cylindrical distj.lling coluimi is short, but may have as large a diameter
as desired. It is di.vlded into segments, each of which can be separately
heated t'o desired temperatures. Between the segments s re denticulate bands
of wire mesh designed iio spread the distilland 'evenly over the column and to
give turbulence to the distilling surface. Apperatus for carefi^lly degass-
ing the oil before distillation is also shovm; it includes a centrifugal
degassing apparatus comprisinr a number of superimposed units with an oil
seal bctA^een each, so that the, pressure^ can be progressively lowered from one
unit to the next. Eleven claims for process, apparatus, and composition of
matter,

91b. Eastman Kodak Co.

French patent 834,532 '

'

Application July 6, 1937

-Prior applicabi.ons ixi Great Britain July 6, 1936 and the United States
September 5, 1956

Granted August 22, 1958 '

Published !Iovember 25, 1938

PERFECTIOWKTEIvIT^NTf; AHX PPOCEDES DE DISTILLATION DAHS LL VIDE

Similar to British patent 481,880. Six claims for process and apparatus,

92a. Kodak, Ltd. (assignee of Eastman Kodak Co.)
British patent 482,881

Application July 6, 1936
Complete spec, accepted April 6, 1938

IMPROVED PROCESS OF VACUinvI DISTILL/iTION

In molecularly distilling minor components from organic substances (e.g.,
vitamins from oils), the early fractions, being solid or viscous and present
in small quantity, often are not easily removable from, the still and hence
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cannot be cleanly separated. Such fractions can be readily drained and
cleanly removed from the still if the distilland is admixed with a synthetic
oil compounded to give a constant or known amount of distillate for each
increase in temperature. The mixture may be compounded of a number of gly-
ce"]:*ides, vv-hich are blended until the product yields an, equal volume of distil-
late for -vch equal increment of uniformly increasing temperature. Five
claims f-r ^^rcce^s and two for the s^-nthetic mixture,

92b, Eastman Kodak Co,

French patent 834,935
Application July 6, 1937

* Prior applications in Great Britain July 6, 1936 and the United States
April '1, 1957

Granted September 12, 1938
Published December 6, 1938

PERFECTIONIIEMENTS A LA DISTILLATION DAHS LE VIDE

Similar to Eritirh patent 482,881, Twelve .claims for process.

93a. Kodak, Ltd, (assignee of Eastman Kodak Co,)
British patent 482,882

Application July 6, 1936
Complete spec, accepted April 6, 1S38

lUF'ROWW.mS Ui VACUim DISTILL-ATION

In the high-vacuum distillation of a fluid organic mixture (e.g., a vitamin—
contt-.ining oil), the m.ixture is introduced into a chamber onto a whirling disc
which,produces a fine spray; the spray is her.ted by a localized body of hot
vapors produced by previously introducing into the chamber, in finely divided
form, a liquid which has a lower vapor pressure than the ms.terial to be

distilled, and which is heated on the hot walls of the chamber. The more
volatile portions of the distilland are vaporized by this localized body of
hot vapors and pass out of a conduit at the top of the chrmber to be condensed
and removed. Undis tilled residue is removed at the bottom, of the chamber
together with condensate from the body of hot vapors. To avoid contamination
of the distillate with vapors from the heating medium, the path of the distil-,
late molecules is usually much longer than their mean free path. Eleven
claims for process and one for apparatus,

93b. Hickmr.n, Kenneth C. D, (to Eastme.n Kodak Co,)
tJ. Si patent 2,117^803 , .

Application December 4, 1936

In Great Britain July 6, 1936
Patented Iky 17, 1938
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VACUmi DISTILU.TION PROCESS

•Similar to Fritisb patent 482,882. Seven process claiinsi

.9C'C, Ilastman Kodak Go.
,

."
'

'

French patent 834,936 ' '
' '.

Application July 6, 1937

Prior applications in Great Britain July G, 1936 and, the United States

December 4, 1936
Granted September 12, 1938
published December 6, 1938

PROCEDE DE DISTILIJITIOK DANS LE VIDE

Similar to British patent 482,882, Eleven clairp.s for process arid on^ for
apparatus. '

' / ." ' ' *

94a, Kodak, Ltd, (assif,nee of Eastman Kodak Co.)

British patent 482,833
Application July, 6, 1936 ,

, ,,

Complete spec, accepted April 6, 1938

n-IPROVED METHOD OF DISTILLING LARGE QUANTITIES OF LIQ.UID

The invention aims to carr;; cut molecular distillatjon at corriniercial speeds

without forr:iation of thick films of distillarid. Th.in' films are formed on

the distillinp;. surface ejther by centrifugal means or by pressure rollers
bearing against a horizontal rotating, distillinp, surface. New apparatus
is described. Seven claims for process and two for apparatus. (See also
British patent 500,195, Abstract' 115a ),

'

.

p:b, Hickman, Kenneth C, D, (to Distillation Products, Inc.)
U. S. patent 2,, 180,050 '

.

Original application September 5, 1936 '

Divided and this application October 1, 1937
Patented November 14, 1959

VACUm.^ DISTILL/.TION APPARATUS

Corresponds to that, part of British patent 482,883 which deals with an

\ apparatus liaving a revolving internally-heated drum fbr a distilling sur-
face, and an outer concentric cooled stationary drum for .a condensing sur-

face. The distillarid is spread by rollers in a thin filmi on the surface
of the revolving drum; distillate is removed' ty troughs on the condensing
surface. Two claims for apparatus.
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94c. Eastman Kodak Co,
French patent 824,937 , .

Application July 6, 1937 "

•

"

Prior applications in Great Britain July 6, 1936 and the United States
Septeriber "5 , 1936

Granted September 12, 1958
Published December 6, 1938 ':'',.

PERFECT lOmiElENTS AtJX FROCEDES DE DISTILUTIOl-r SOUS VIDE POUSSE

Similar to British patent 482,883. Seren claims for process and one for
apparatus.

95. Gurin, Samuel •

'

.

J. Airi. Chem. Soc. _56, 2104 (1936)
"

'

Received for publication August 10, 1936; issue of IJovember 1936

HIGH VACUUli DISTILMTIOK OF N-ACYL AMINO ACID AND POLYPEPTIDE ESTERS

Butyl esters of benzenesulfonylated amino acrds can be diitilled without
decomposition or racercization at pressures of 10~ to 10" mm., with the
air of a mercury vapor pump of the' Phipps type. The' molecular still used
is not described.

96a. Fawcett, Eric W., Burrows, Godfrey, and Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd,

British patent 480,265 '

Application August 19, 1936
Complete spec, accepted February 21, 1958

D/iPROVElIENTS IK OR RELATING TO HIGH-VACUUIi DISTILUiTION AND AFPAPu/.TUS

THEREFOR

In a molecular still of the vertical surface type", means such a's bands
or spirals of metal gauze, are provided on the evaporating surface' for
temporarily checking or disturbing the flow of distilland and mixing it

so as to expose a fresh outer surface from time to time. Also, the dis-
tilling surface may be provided with combinations of recesses and
baffles for making the oil turbulent. Five claims for apparatus.

96b, Fav/cett, Eric W., and Burrows, Godfrey (to Iiriperial Chemiical Industries,
Ltd.)

U, S. patent 2,186,669
Application August 7, 1937

In Great Britain August 19, 1936
Patented Janut^^ry 9, 1940

APPAR/lIUS FOR HIGH-VA.CUU1,'I DISTILLA.TI0N

Similar to Britis?i patent 480, 2G5. T^o claims for apparatus.
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J6c, Imperial Chenical- Industries , Ltd, ,.
..,••,''''

i^Yench patent 825,773
Application August 19, 1937

Prior application in Great Britain AufT,ust 19, 1936

Granted' December 16, 1937

Fublisiied Farch 14, 1958

PERFECT lOmiPJIlffiNTS A lA DISTILLATION SOUS Ull VIDE POUSSE, ET APPAPEJL
APPROPFilE

Similar to British paten"^ 480,265. Four clairas for apparatus.

97. Mair, Beverid.^e J,, and Schicktanz, Sylvester T.

J. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards _17, 909 (1936) (iJesearch Paper RP 955)
Dated Septemier 2, 1936; issue December 1936

EXTRACTION, VflTH ACETONE, OF SUBSTANTIilLLY COITSTANT-'BOILING FRACTIONS OF

A "WATER-^rilTE" LUERIC:\TING OIL

The colunm and pot-t\'pe molecular stills previously described (Abstract 71)

were used in continued experiments on the fractionation of petroleum'

constituents.

W '

)8a. Smith, Gere Id G, R, (to Distillation Products, Inc) - „ :.-

U. S. patent 2,207,cR5 ,

'

Application September 21, 1936
Pate.ited Jul^' 9, 1940

_

PREPARATION OF VITAFIN CONCEr:TR.;TE
'

Mixtures of vitaiuins A and D in their hif^li-boiling (ester) form are
difficult to. fractionate hecause of the siTn.i],.ar evaporating ranges of the
two esters. Se.^a ration of jRolecular disti lit. tee ^-x^ntaining such mixtures
is accomplished by paponifving the esters, adding a suitable solvent (e.g.,
a fish oil) to the unsa.pov.if i'ab]:e , and ri.c'ii?til] ijig the vitamins in their
low-boiling (free alcobiol) form. Six procs:;t:s claims.

t

'Sb. Eastman Kodak Co. (assigiicc cf Gerald G. R. Smith)
British patent 487,367

Application September 17, 1957
Convention date (United States) September 21, 1956
Cor^pl.ete spec, accepted June 20, 1938

\
PREPARii_TI0N OF VITAMIN CONCENTRATE

Similar to U. S. patent 2,207,385, Seven process claims. .
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99a, Fav;-cett, Eric, W,, Mylee, James R, , and Irriperial Chenacal Industries, Ltd,

British patent 487,771
^

•

•

Application September 22, 19S6
Complete spec, accepted June 22, _ 1938

B!PROVEf-^NTS IN OR RELATING TO THE PRODUCTION OF STIGMSTEROL

St igiria sterol concentrates may be obtained by molecular distillation of
soybean, calabar bean, and other oils. The distillate may be redistilled
and stigma^terol isolated by knovTi m.ethods , Six claims,

99b, Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.

French patent 650,025
Application Septer'ber 22, 1957
Prior application in Great Britain Septer.ber 22, 1936
Granted' ifey 2, 1958
Published July 19, 1958 - .

PROCEDE DE FABRICATION DU STIGMASTEROL

Simdlar to British patent 487,771. Five claims,

100, Hicknmn, K.
Nature 158, 881 (1936)

Dated October 9, 1936: issue of Novem.ber 21, 1956 . _

IDENTIFICATION OF VITAIvIINS BY M0LECITI.1R DISTILLATION

""When oils containing vitamins are submitted to m^olecular distillation
(Abstracts 11, 14, 20, 57a), the fractions rem.oved as the tem.perature

rises contain successively m.ore vitamin until a maxim.um is reached, after
which the potency falls rapidly to zero because all the vitamin has been
eliminated. The elimination follov/s a simple law and the ideal elimina-
tion curve possesses a slightly skew shape which is easily recognizable,
'Deviations from -the shape indicate imperfect conditions of distillation
or the presence of m.ore than one form' of the vitamin. The maxim.um of the

curve can be located with an accuracy of -2°C,, and is as definite a

characteristic as a boiliiig point, if less precise. Separate elimination
curves can be detected for m.ore than one material if the maxima are 5°C,
apart, Waen two potent m.aterials yield different maxima, it is proof
that they are different substances. Coincident maxima provide only
partial evidence that the substances are identical, Vihen oils containing
traces of many im.purities are distilled, their maxima occur in a fixed
order, and if one can be identified, the others may be recognized. This
enables dyes, etc., to serve as distillation pilots,"

"Elimination curves can be found more accurately if the distillation is

made from an oil vmich yields a constant quantity of distillate for each
equal increment of the absolute temperature. Such an oil can be made by
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esterifyinr; glycerin with a. mixture of fatty acids. By mixing various
fish oils with this constant yield oil, it has been found that the
vitamin A in the cod liver and halibut liver oils exists almost entirely
in the form of esters. The distortion of the curve' shows' that the esters
are derived from most- of. the fatty acids present, A very small quantity
of vitamin A alcohol ie. also found. . i^ The vitamin D in cod liver, oil
y3.elds a maximi^m halfway between the vitamin A alcohol and esters, , ,

Evidently vitamin D occurs partly free and partly as a mixture of esters,
the esters surviving for only a few seconds at the temperature- of
distillation, ,."-.- '

101, Dam., Henrik, and SchBnheyder, Fritz
Nord. med, Tidsskr, l£, 1097 (1926) - •

.(SUBLIMTION OF VITMON- K IN HIGH VACUUM)

It is. stated by Dam and Lewis (102); • "As already iTienti'oned by Dam and
SchBnheyder, vitamin K can be sublimed in^ a high \'acuum,"

102, Dam, Henrik, and Lewis, Liese ' '

p Eiochem, J, 31, 17 (1937) •

Received for publication November 12,, 1936

THE CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION OF VITAMIN K ,

A vitamin K concentrate was distilled in a molecular still of the type
described by Breusch (Abstract 57), but with a ground joint instead of a

rubber stopper to connect the condensing tube to the outer jacket. The
piomp was of the Gaede mercury diffusion t;^rpe, and the pressure \^rSiS controlled
by a- Gaede mol-vacuummeter. All connections were of glass; apiezon
grease was used to lubricate ground joints. During a 5-hour run with
54 mg, of concentrate at a pressure of 0,6 x lO" mm,, three fractions

were collected (130-155°, 155-200°, and 200-250°), Of these 'the first
fraction (20 percent) had a potency of 700,000 units per gram, as compared
with a potency 6f 200,000 units per gram, f&r the original distillaod.
In a second experiment with q^21 mg, of concentrate at a pressure of 2 x
10" mm, the most potent fraction

j|(
10 percejit) was removed betv/een 160.

and 180°, Distillation at 0,1 mm, and up to 250" led to destruction of
the greater part of the vitamin,

103a, Hickman, Kenneth C. D, (to Distillation Products, Inc)
U, S," patent 2,180,356

i Application November •27,' 1936
Patented November 21, 1959

VACUUM DISTILLATION OF OILS CONTAINING VITAMINS
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A coT'tinuation in part of previous patents. The iitLVentiGn clairiS "in the
process of molecular distill'ation of fish oils to obtain concentrated fat
soluble vitamins the steps which compris'e segregating components distilling
up to 170°C,, separating a fraction at between about 170° and 195''C. and
returning it to the fresh incoming oil to be distilled, and separating;;-
fractlor. higl; in vitamin content at a temperature betv-reen about 195° and
PSO^C". ^ '

•
'

105b. Kodak, Ltd. (assignee of Kenneth C. D. Eiclniian) •

, .
.

British patent 508,469
^Application November H7, 19C-7 "^

Convention dste (United Stat^^js) November: 27, 1956
Complete spec, accepted June 27, 1 S3

9

H'froveiiekts in VAcumi distillation of oils containing fat soluble vitamins

Simdlar to U, S. patent 2,180,356. Five .claims relating to the removal of
vitamins from, oils in general,

103c. Eastman Kodak Co,

French patent 8o4,540
Application November 27, 1927

Prior application in united States November 27, 19?6
Granted August 22, 19S8
Published Novem.ber 23, 1938

PERFECT lONNE^ENTS A lA DISTILLATION DANS LE VIDE D'HUILi.S CONTENANT DES

VITAi^INES

Similar to U. S. patent 2,160,356, 'Fourteen process claimiS.

.04a, Kodak, Ltd, (Assignee of Eastman Kodak Co.)
British patent 484,736 ;•

A.ppiication December 24, 1936
Cqm.plete spec, accepted May 10, 1938

IivIPRO\^I.SNTS IN THE EURIFICATION OF SOYA EFAN ^OIL

llolecular distill'-tion of crude soybean oil is difficult becr.use decom-

position of phoEpbj?-tides and similar im.purities leads to the evolution of

ccr.isiderable quantities of gas; low pressui'es cannot be maintained, and
yields are low and of poor quality. The difficulty can be avoided by
rem.oval of phosphatides prior to distillation. For exam.ple, 2 volume::- of

acetone and ,005 voluriie of saturated alcoholic solution of magnesi'om

chloride are added to 1 volume of soybean oil; precipitated phospb^tices
are filtered oi'f. and acetone is removed in a solvent recovery still.
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The purificid. oil, on molecular diivhi llation, fives glyceride' fractioiis

v/hich are odorlet-s, c-dibli , ^;nd do r^ot develop a 'V-^raf^sy" taste or odor

or. exposure to ainosphere, even over long periods of time. Seven claims

for proooss and soybean oil prepared xiiereby,

104b, Tischer, Arthur 0. (to iiastman Kodak Co.)

U. S. patent ?, ,117,776
Application Blarch 5, 19o7
In Great Britair Decei/'ber 24, 1936
Patented Y:&y 17, 1938

PURIFICATION OF SOY BFAII OIL

Similar to British patent 484, 7SC, Sixteen claims for process,

104c. Eastman Kociak Co,
_

.

French patent ;'Jol,2-'5

Application December 24, } 9S7

I: Prior applicatione in Great Eritain Ite^ceiiib<;r 24, 1936 and the.

P united States March 5,' 1937
Granted May 30, 1938
Published August 29, 1958

^.' PERFECTIOKMLk'ENTS AIDC FROCEDBS DE FURIFIGATIOK DE L'HUILE DE FEVES DE SOYA

Similar to British patent 484,736, Six claims for process.

'105, Kodak, Ltd, (assignee of Eastman Kodak Co.)

British patent 493,948
Application Ap^ril 20, 1037
Complete spec, accepted October 18, 1938

IMPROVED I'-IETHOD OF HIGH VACUmi DISTILLATION

In order to achieve fractionation during the molecular distillation of minor
components from an orgariio mixture, a carrier liquid is added to the
distilland. One of the carrier liquid fractions distills contempor-
aneousiy with each of the desired minor components, and is afterward re-
m.oved therefrom,

^
For example, in distilling a substance, containing .

cholestane and stigmasterol, a carrier liquid consisting of tripalmitin and
tricaproin is added to the distilland. The cholestane distills at sub-
stantially the same temperature as the tricaproin, while the stigmasterol
distills with the tripalmitin. The glycerides are removed from the dis-
tillates by saponification. Five process claims.
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106. Killcffer, D. H. '
.

Ind. Eng. Chem. 29, 966 (1957) ' ,

'

Issue of SeplTember 1957

MOLECULAR DISTILIATIOM. USEFUL' FAGUITY

An infcrmal review of the prir;ciples of rriolecular distillation and itc

history "frem the standpoint of corruuercial applications,

i07. Hickinan, K. C, D. '

"

Ind. Eng. Chem. 2£, 968 (1937)
"Received for nutlication June 1, 1957 j issue of Septeracer 1937

MOLECULAR DISTILLATION. APPARATUS AND iVIETrlODS .

The advantages of column molecular stills, as compared v.dth pot-t;;,'pe stills

are discussed. A cyclic column still is described and illustrated. The
evaporator is a polished metal tu.be 15 cm. long and 3,7 cm. in diamiefer,

heated internally by a resistance coil subm.erged in oil, tivg v/ire mesh
collars are fastened aroimd the top. of the column to aid in spreading the

distilland over its surface: in addition, the coiiffon m.av be snirally
embossed. The evaporator is surrounded by a glass air-cooled condenser
tube, at the bottom of which is an annular trough conn(3cted to a flask for
collecting distillates, Belovj- the columxi are tvro reservcdrs ai,d a nickel-
glass circulating puinp operated by an electrc'::agnet«

Oil is circulated from the lower reservoir through-the pump and up a pre-
heating tube to the top of the evaporator. Undistilled residue flows

through a cooler to the upper of the t.vo reservoirs, which maj' be closed
off fromi the lower reservoir by m.eans of a mia.gnet-operated steel ball;
by means of thj.s valve recirculation of oil can be made continuous or

periodic, as desired. Another ball vp.lve in the distillate drainage tube
perm.its changing receivers at atmospheric pressure.

For ready demiountability the still units are assembled with rubber stoppers
or gaskets; hj,gh 'vacua are m^aintained by use of a condensation pumip of
large capacity (10-20 1, per sec,). Pressures are miCasured with a Pirani
gauge, -

.
.

.

The use of the still in concentrating minor constituents (e,g., vitjamiins)

of oils is discussed; and the application of elimination curves in
identifying such constitueints is described in detail.
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108* Embree, IJ. D. . ^ . '

Ind. Lng. Cheni. 29-, 975 (1937) ..
'

Received, for publication June 1, 1937;, issue of September 1937

FOLECUL^.R LISTILIATION. THEORY OF ELB^IMTION CTOVE

Hickman (precedinr abstract) has shovoi that certain substances vrhich distill
under n-olecular conditions may be studied and identified by means of elimi*-

. nation curves. In the present paper such, curves are derived by theoretical
methods. The effect of tlie properties of the substances- distilled and the

e'ffect of the .nature- of the distillation procedure upon the shape and loca"
tion of these cvirves are indicated by several examples,

109. RictTnan, K. C. D. '
'

• •

•

Ind. Eng. Chem. 29, 1107 (1937) •
. ,

Received for publication June ], 1937; issue of October 1937

I/OLECUUR DISTILLATION. STATE OF THE VIT,AI".INS 11! CEPTAIM FISH-LIVER OILS

Distillation of fish oils in a molecular still gave a vitamin-rich fraction
evaporating below 190° and a ;ui.xture of glycerides evaporatLnr^; at 190-250'.

The free vitamins were lai-gely covitained in the first 3 percent of the dis-
tillate. Constant-yield oil was added to increase this fraction to 25 per-
cent and to allow elimination curves to be determined, T'jvo elimiriatnon
curves for vitamin A were found with maxima at 125° and 220°, probably
corresponding to the free vitam.in and to a rdxture of its esters, one of
which is the palm.itate, Vitsmin D likewise showed maxiiaa for the free
vitamin (162°) and its esters (230-250°). An economical method of bio-
logical ci.sEuy usinr a stepped one-rat system is described. (Chemdcal
Abstracts 51:8253).

Eaxter, J. G., Gray, E, Leb., and Tischer, A. 0,

Ind. Eng. Chem, 29^, 1112 (1937)
Received for publication June 1, 1937j issue of October ].957

MOLECUIAR DISTILLATION. PREPARATION A^T) GELAPACTERISTICS OF SYNTHETIC
CONSTANT-YIELD MIXTURES-

In applying the method of clir.iination cur^'es to a study of vitamins Tolecu-
larly distilled from fish-liver oilp, it is df:;sirable to rJ-X vitEvmin concen-
trates wdth a synthetic oil which distills over the range 100-2 e30°C., yield-
ing approxiruately the sam.e v.eight of distillate for each equal Lncrement of
temperature. A. constant-yield oil A'^as prepared by esterifying with glycerol
a blend of acetic and butyric acids, the m.ixture of m.yristic and la uric acids
from saponified coconut oil, and thu unsaturated Ci >:• acids from spponified
perilla oil. This oil gave fairly constant yields over the r'::nge 100° to
220°C; the range was extended to 260° by addition of cod-liver oil from,

which unsaponifinbles bad been removed.
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Ilia, Fowcett, EricTv., and Iiaperial Cheirical Industries, Ltd.
Pritish patent, 501,194 -

•

Application June 18 , 1937 -

Complete spec, e.ooepted Fecru;xry 20, 19c9

IMPROVEMENTS II-! OR RELATING TO TIEE PRODUCTION AKD* UTILISATION OF ANTIOXIDANTS

Fo.ts and oils containing natural antioxidants are molecularly distilled to

obtain relatively sriall early fractions containing the bulk of the volatile
antioxidants, Such concentrates can be used tc stabilize vegetable, animal
and fis?! oils and fats, or other materials, readily susceptible to atrjospheric
oxrdation.

111b, feperial Chemical Industries, -^td;

Belprian patent 428,704 .

'".
Apparently similar tc British patent 501,194. Patent not at hand,

111c. Imperial Cliemical Industries, Ltd,

French patent 859,496
Applies tion June 15, 1938

Prior application in Great Erite.in June 18, 1937
Granted January 4, 1939
Published April 4, 1959

/ / / /"

PROCEDE DE DISTILIATION SOUS VIDE ELEVE DES GPtAISSES ET HUILFS GRASSES

Sin^ilsr to Fritish patent 501,194, Nine claims,

112, Almquist, H, J.

J, Biol, Chem. 115 , 58G (1936)
Received for publication June 24, 1936; issue of September 1936

PURIFICATION OF'TLTE ANTIHEMORJffiAGIC VITAl^^IN BY DISTILLATION

A concentrate of the antihemorrhagic vitam.in prepared from alfalfa meal was
fractionated in a pot-t;j^e miolecular still. The fraction removed at 120-45*

(38 percent), a yellow viscous oil, proved to be at least four tim.es as
potent as the original concentrate.

The still comiprises.an outer glass cylinder in v/hich is mounted an upright
water-cooled condensing tube v/hose flattened bottom, is 3,5 cm., from the
bottom of the jacket, Keat is supplied by an electrically-heated oil bath,
A pressure of about 10" mm., is maintained by use of two glass oil-vapor
diffusion pumps.
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113. Ainquist, K. J.

J. Biol, Chem. ^£0, 635 (1937) -

'

Received for publication June P6, 1937; issue of September 1927

FURTHER STUDIES OK TsS] ANTIHEMCRiaiACIC VITAMIN

By further' improveraents in the purification of vitamin K it has beer, obtained
in a crystalline fraction. A nev.' type' of Hiolecular 'strll was employed for
the distillation of a concentrate from commercially dehydrated, alfalfa .

' It

consists of a horizontal f;;lass tube 2,5 cm. in- diameter and 40 cm. long; one

end is sealed and rounded, ivhile the other i,c. fitted with a ground joint.

Two circular constrictions divide the a.pparatus into three compartments, A
at the closed end, P in the middle, and C at the end with the joint, Distil-
land is placed in compartment A, which is electrically heated to 160"^;

comipartm.ent E is heated to 65°. Pressure is maintained at 10"'" mm., or less.

During the distillation the tube is rotated to present new surfaces for
evaporation.

The vitamin 3, as v/ell as a quantity of sterols, is collected in the middle
Gompartm.ent B as an orar.ge, oily fraction volatile at IGO'' but not at 65°.

The 65° distillate in com.partm.ent C contains no detectable quantity of the

vitamin. The vitam,in fraction fromi B can be further purified by redistil-
lation v;ith a tem.perature of about 130" in comipartm.ent A,

114. Earner, A,, and Iluttig, K,

Z. Unters. Lebensinittel 75, 1 (1938)
Received for publication ,Iuly 19, 1S37; .issue of January 1938

BEITrJiGE ZUR KENFTl^IS DER GLYCERIDE DER FSTTE . XV. GLYCERIDE DES
BARASSUFETTES

Glycerides of babassu oil were separated by distillation in a lOO-cc Anechutz'
distillation flask having a sausage side-anri and conn--'ctf.d to a Krafft fall-
ing m;ercury puriip whereby high-x^acuuiL non-obullient distillation was effected.
It is doubtful that an uninterrupted path obtained between distilling and con-

densing surfaces'. The bulk of the glycerides distilled betiveen'261 and 282°,

115a. Kodak, Ltd. (assignee of Eastman Kodak Co.)
British patent 500,195 .

^ "

Application July 29, 1937
Patent of addition to British 482,883, dated July 6, 1936
Complete spec, accepted January 30, 1959 ,

IMPROVElvIENTS IN AND REL/ITING TO HIGH VACUUlK DISTILIATION

An im.provei.ient to that portion of British 482,883 (Abstract 9Ae.) describing
centrifugal m.olecular stills in Vv'hich the distilland is fed to a rotary
surface over which it pa,sseE in a thin film to be thrown off at the edge as
a spray and collected in a concentric gutter separate from the rotary surface,
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In the present invention the external gutter is dispensed ivith, and the
liqiiid is collected fron the edpe on the rotary distillinf^- or conderpirr
Euri-ace by rneo.ne of a pen, scoop, tube, or wiper. lone-ciaims for process
and apparatus.

115b. Hiclouan, Kenneth C, D.- (to Distillation Products Inc.)
U. S. patent 2,180,053

Application June 29, 1938
In Great Britain July 29,_ 1937
Patented l^oventer 14 1939

DISTXLIATIOIJ APPARATUS

- Similar to 'Pritish patent 500,155.. Eight claix;is for apparatus.

I15c. EastiT-an Kodak Co,
French patent 49,278

Application October 23, 1937
'

•

Prior applications in areat Brixair October 23, 1936 and July 29 1937
Granted Nove»aber 12 , 1938

.-
. -

Published February 16, 193 9 '

PEKFECTIOKKaTLKTS AUX PROGEDES DE DISTILIATION nOUS YIDE FQVSSE

Addition to French patent 854,937. Corresponds 'in' general ^^dth -pT-itish
patent 500,195. Eisht clairis. "

'
.

116. Jenaer '^laswerke Schott u. Gen., Jena
Circular llo. 5917, July 1957; Circular IJo. 62 68, June 1938

Various applications of nolecular distillation are enumerated.

117. Kodak, Ltd. (assifinee of Eastman Kodak Co.)
British patent 507,471

'

Application September 10, 1937
Complete spec, accepted June 12, 1959

IMPROYEJ^NTS IN TSEATIIIG AKBIAL AIJD VEGETABLE OILS AND FATS FG^^ RFTARDI^vG
OXIDATION AHD TIIE DEVELOPTtENT OF PAvITCIDlTY

Oxidation and the development of rancidity in aniTi-^.l and vegct&ble oils
and fats are retarded by addition of a small ouiintitv cf a fraction pos-
sessing antioxidant properties, taken fron the first* 20 percent of distillate
obtained by iuolecular distillation of vegetable oils and' rav/ materials fron
v/hich such vo.^etable oils are derived. Four clr. ias.
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118, Emerson, Oliver H., }:^nerKon, Gladys A.^ J.'iohaimiiad , All, and Svan^ , Korbert M,

J. Hiol. Cheiri. 12£, 99 (1957)
Peceived for pullication October 7, I 9P7

TIIE CHEMISTRY OF VITAMI?^ E, TOCOPIIEROIS YTi(M VARIOUS SOiJRCES

By Tfiolecular distillatiorj o.t' urivsa.poniflable iiiattcr fron palir) oil a curicer.*-

trate was obtained having an absorption' in.axir,ium at 298 inrriu. and definite

vitainin E actlT/ity, An a-tocopherol allophanate (n. 158-60-^) vras obtained
therefrom. The glass pot still', of the Yfeehburr! type, contains a condenser
tube H,5 cm. in diameter, which ivS cooled vrith dry ice or liquid air.
Attached to the condenser by means of a No, 50 gro\md joint is the outer
jacket, 5 cm, in diameter, having a flattened bulb at the bottom,

119a. pLicloman, Kenneth C, D... (to Distillation Products, Inc.)
U. S, patent ;c', 199, 994

Application November lo, 1957 * .

Patented >;;ay 7, 1940 ' '

,

'

ViiCUlJM DISTILLATION

In order tc obtain high distill;;ition rates and reduced heat iopses, the

vaporising "surface of the still is heated to a tem.peraturs higher than that
required for true molecular distillation, and siifficient to yield a vapor
stream, of distillate having a density such that the molecules travel more
than five times their mean free path in passing to the condensinr surface.

11Gb, Eastman Kodak Co,

French patent 845,957
-Application Novem.ber 14, 1956
Prior application in United States Ilovemher IS, 1957
Granted May 22, 1959
published September 6, 1939

PROCEDE DE DISTILLATION DANS LE VIDE

Similar to U. S, patent 2,199,994. Seven claims *

120, I^rmer, Ernest H., and van den Ileuvel, Frantz Alme

'

J. Soc. Chem. Ind. 57, 24T (1958)
Received for publication November 16, 1957; issue ol" January 1958 .

SEPARATION OF THE HIGHLY-UNSATURATED ACIDS OF FISH OILS BY 1?0LECULAr'
DISTILLATION

Attempts to separate the unsaturated acids of fish oils (codliver, halibut
liver, and Japanese sardine) by ordinary vacuuni distillation resulted in
isomerization and polymerization. Very satisfactory results were obtained
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by use of a coluirLr> molecular still, in which thoroughly dei;;?. r sec ttethyl
esters 'were allowed' to flow in a unifonn thin filni over the rurface of a

iieated vertical elass cylinder. A coaxial outer /class c-^'linder forired the
condensing surface. The chamber was evacuated to about- 10~'* iriri," Distillate
"was removed through a tube in the bottom of the he?-. ting "surface into si funnel
leading thrciigh the bottoir: of the still to a second receiver.

Distillation at teniperatures between 56° and 95° resulted in a series of
fractions which were horriogeneous as regards the chain-length of the co:r.-

ponent acids '(C^^g, .C-.^, CgQ, and C^o). The principal (C22) fraction v/as

also homogeneous _as regaras degree'cf unss turation, although not necessarily
So as to position of double bonds; it ¥.^s shov-Ti to .be a hexaene aeid arc not
a pentaene (clupanoconic) acid, as previously reported by others* The C],g,

Cig, and CpQfractions were all mixtures of tv>'c or more acids of different
degrees of unsaturation.

The fractionation of mixtures under nolecttlar conditions is treated matl^e-

matics. lly, and the effect of concentration, vapca" i^rese'are , molecular weight,
mean free path, etc., are discussed in detail. Dc cause of siirlilarity in
vapor pressure, it is impossible to separate by distil].'?. tion acids with the

sam.e chain length, but differing in degree of un.saturation, unless one of the

acids is present in high concentration. In general, the degree of separation
of two substances will be better the lower the teirrperature

.

A linetJ.r relationship obtains between 11 (or l) values and rt-fractive indices,

thereby it can be determined vv'hether a frs-ction ?^. s an original component
of ?n oil or onl"^.' ?. heat-altered o.ne.

Kickmi:.n, Kenneth C, D. (to Distillation Prod-jcte, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,180,051
-Application Decer.ber 1, 1937
Patented November 14, 1939 .

'

•
'

REMOVAL OF GAS FROli ORGANIC LIQUIDS

Prior to the high-vacuum distillation of, vitrm.in-cont.aining fish oils,

absorbed gases and oxidizing agents are substf:ntially completely rem.cved by
subjecting the oil in the form; of a thin film to extrem.e agitation and to

a -pressure less than about ,005 ma:;., and r.-aintaining the agitation- and
reduced pressure until the inter:1!al pressure- of the gas in tlie oil is below
about .015 "mm. Two claimiS for process.

Hicic-an, Kenneth C;, D, (to Distillation Products, Inc.)

U.. S, patent 2,197,539
'

A_ppli cation December 1, 1957

Patented April 16, 1940
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DEGASSING APPARATUS

Apparatus for degassing organic liquids prior to high-vacuum distillation
is described. It consists of a vertical cylindrical casing divided by
partitions into a series of chambers. Each chamber can be separately
evacuated and contains a horizontal disc fixed to s central vertical shaft

which can be rotated. Oil seals between chambers permit progressive'
lowering of the pressure in successive chamibers from top to bottom. Oil

admitted to the uppermost chamber is thrown off the rotating disc by
centrifugal action, flows dovm the casing v>fall and the conical partition
and through the oil seal, and is adr;;itted to the center of the disc in

the chamber next below. One claim for apparatus.

123a. Baxter, Jam.es G,, and Edwards, Piobert L, (to Distillation Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,197,546
Application December 1, 19S7
Patented April 16, 1940

PURIFICATION OF ESTERS :

Diesters of phthalic acid, suitable for use in condensation pumps, are
purified by refluxing the ester with a salt of perboric acid under re-
duced pressure, separating the ester from the salt and subjecting it to
vacuum distillation. Eleven claims for process.

123b, Kodak, Ltd, (assignee of Eastman Kodak Co.)
British patent 511,070

Application Februarj^ 14, 1938
Complete spec, accepted August 14, 1939

|. PURIFICATION OF ESTERS OF LOW VAPOR PRESSURE

p' Similar to U, S, patent 2,197,546, Eight claims for process and esters
purified thereby,

124, Gillam, A, E,, Heilbron, I. IvT., Jones, 7\[, E., and Lederer, E.
Biochem, J, 3_2, 40.5 (1938)

Received for publication December 31, 1937'

ON THE OCCURRENCE AND CONSTITUTION OF THE 693 miriu. CHROMOGEN (VITAMIN A2?)
OF FISH LIVER OILS

Attemipte were made to separate the 693 rnmu, chromogen from va.tam.in A by
vacuum distillation and chromatographic adsorption, without success. The
distillation apparatus is hot described, but acfcording to Embroe (j, ,Biol,
Chem, 152 , 619 (1940)) it was of the molecular still type.
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125a. Hickman, Kenneth C. D. (to Distillation products. Inc.)
U. S. patent 2,218,240

Application January 28, 1938
, Patented October 15, 1940 . :

VACUUM DISTILLATION '
, /

'

, ,

The appp.ratue contains, v/ithin an evacuated chamber,, a series of pr..irG

of closely adjacent horizontr;! discs mounted on a- vertical rota table
?i:-:is,,. One c^.isc of each pair serves as the evaporating surface, the oth^'r

as the condensinp: surface. Means are provided for conveying condensate
onto, tVie evaporating surfaces in succession, and for conveying, undistl lied
residue onto the evaporatihg surfaces on reverse . succet-sion,- The apparatus
is suitable for distillation of hydrocarbons and of animal and vep:etable

oils (e.g., linseed, soybean, or cod-liver oils) to recover unsaturated
f.'lycerides, sterols, or vitapiin concentrates. Five claims

,

125b, Lastr.ian Kodak Co, (assignee of K. C. D, niclinan).

British patent 524,390
Application January 26, 1939
Convention date (United States) January 28, 1938
Complete spec, accepted August 6, 1940

,

IKPROVEMEKTE IK VACUUM D 1ST ILLATIOK

7«'ithin an evacuated still chamber a number of superimposed evaporating
and condensing discs, alttrnately spaced, are attached to a vertical
rota table shaft. Means are provided for conveying cor.dfci'sate from a

condensing surface to the next heating surface in succession, the undis-
tilled residue from, a heating surface being pumped to a preceding heat-
ing surface. This countercUrrent recycling of distillates and residues

is claimed to promote m.ore efficient fractionation of mixtures. Eight
claims for process and apparatus,

125c. Eastmian Kodak Co, (assignee of K. C, D, Kictean) ,

Fritish patent 524,429
Application January 20, 1939
Convent'ion date (United 'States ) January 28, 1938

. . /
" Complete spec, accepted August 6, 1940

IMPROVEMENTS IN VACUUM DISTILLATION

A cT'-lindrical column molecular still is divided into several superimposed
zones which increase in area from tor) to bottom. The evaoorating surface

of each zone miay be heated independently, while a separate annular

^ collecting trough is provided for each zone of the condensing surface.

To provide more efficient fractionation of mixtures, the condensate from

a given condensing surface is collected and pum.ped to a succeeding heating
surface, Vi'-hilo the residue from any heating surface is pun'ped back to a

preceding heating surface. Eight claims for apparatus and process.
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12G, Farraer, ErJiest H. , nnd var. der Heuvel, Fx'ani.?, Aime'

J. Chen. Soc. 1958, 427
Received for publl nation February b, 19o8

UNSATURATED ACIDS OF KATUPAL OILS. VJI. DOGOSAIi]::XAFNOIC ACID, AH ABUNDANT
HIGHLY-raSATURATFD ACID OF COD-LIVER OIL

The unsaturated acidt, froh, cod-live-r oil were subject'^d to distillation
(aj3 methyl eptert;) in the coIutoi molecular still previously described
(Abstract 120), at yressv.rez around 10" mm, and tf^n.iperatures up to llO°C,

The most abundant (C22) fraction appeared to be homogeneous as regards

degree of unsaturation; di ;pl.a;/i.ng hexaene unsaturation and yielding p.ure

behenic acid on co^Tiplete Jiydrcgona.tJ on, i^c it regarded at docosahe>:aenoic

acid, C22H3202'
. :

127. Hickman, Kenneth C, D., ynd Iiecker, John C. (to Dj .s tillation Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,180,052
Application March 9, 1938
Patented November 14, 1939

VACuUI£ DIRTILIATIOSi APPARATUS

New modifications of gravity flo^v ar.d centrifugal high-vacu\mi stills are
described. Thirteen claims for apparatus.

128. Hick-ran, Kenneth C. D. (to Distillation products. Inc.)
U, S. patent 2,199,995

Application I;krch It', ].938 . .

patented May 7, 1940

PREPARATION OF VITjUflll COMPOSITIONS

"Vitamin concentrates arc obtained from oils (e.g., pollack-liver oil)
by a process which involves neutralizing the free fatty acids (suitably
with aqueous sodium hydroxide) v/ithout causing substantial saponification
of the oil, separating the soaps from the oil, and subjecting the latter

h^ to high-vacuum distillation. Six claims.

129. Hickman, K, C, D,, and Gray, E. LeB.
Ind. Eng. Chem. SO, 796 (1938)

Received for publication March 24, 1938 j issue of July 1938

MOLECULAR iCISTILIATION. E}LM>5INATI0N ' OF MTURAX VITAMIN D

Examination by molecular distillation and rat assay of the fractions of
calciferol shows that it has a simple elimination curve. Cod-liver oil
has a complex curve indicating two chief vitamins D, tv/o present in lesser
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qu'uititief and tnices cf two niore , The curves for snearfish r^nd white
eea bass are different from each other end fron cod-liver -vitamin D, The
lowest-boiling vitamin h is probably devoid of side oh?-.lns on 'the Ot y atom
of the cholane nucleus.

130, P'night, Kenry G.

Ind. Snr. Chem., Ijev/s Ed. 16_, 291 (1938)
Issue of fev 20, 1958

IJ^DUSTRIAL ACCO^:FLISk&'E:JTS AT THE NEW SOYBEAN lA.EORAlCRY

Progress is reported in the use of molecular distillation at tlie U. S.

Refiional Soybean Industrial Products, LrAL-oratory, in studiet-; of the com-

position and char'- cteristics of so^^bean oil, r

131. Ticchcr, A. 0.

J. Piol. Chem. 125, 475 (1938)
Received for publication June 29, 1938; issue of October 193-8

THE MTURE OF VITAJ^!IN A III COD-LIVER OIL

From r. cod-l:;vrr oil concentrate cbtr ij^ed by x:olccul^r distillatioii a

vitamin A ester i\fris isolated in the form of its dimaleic anhydride
addition compound and was identified as vitamin A paLiiitate, It is pres-

ent in the oil to i.he extent ol r^ pproximately 3 percent of the total
ester?.

132, Bills, C. E., Llassen^ale, 0. K., Hickman, K, C. D., and Gray, K. LeB.

J. Eiol. Chem. 12ji, 241 (193S)
Received for publication July 12, 1938; issue of November 1938

A NEW VITAMIN D IN COD-LIVLR OIL

Eio-r-ssays v/ere carried out on the most volatile vitamin D fraction of

cod-liver oil, which had been seps.rated by TL.olecular distillation from.

coiTiinrrcial Norwe§:ian cod-liver oil. The ass;.ys substantiated the evi-
dence nreviously obtained fromi molecular distillation, that cod-liver
oil contains several vitamins D.

135. Elickm.an, Ivenneth C. D. (tc' Distillation Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,221,691
Application Sept^rmber 28, 1938
Patented Noveriber 12, 1940
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VACUUM DISTILLATION
,

•

A coinmercial-scale Tallitif'' fiLni Etill is describrd, in v^hich the con-

densing surface, surroundinf, and coaxial with the «--'vaporating; surface, is

located at a distance frora the latter greater than three times the mean

free path of the distilling nolecules. The vapor pressure of the diEtlll-

ing molecules is maintained p.t a pressure betvv'-een 10"^' and 10" mm.

Three claiins.

154, Almquist, II, J.

Froc, Seventh World's poultry Congr. and Expos. (Clev;eland ), 1959 , 158

Viritten in September 1958

PROPERTIES OF VITAMIN K •

Vitam.in K can le purified by distillation in a jnolecular still at temper-
atures between 12.0° and 160° Ct

155. FR.wcott, E, 'A'.

Kolloid-Z, 8G, £4 (1939) . : - -

Received for publication September 1958: presented at S;^>'rnposium on

Chemistry and F-'harmacy, Jena, October 5 and 4, 1958

MOLEKUI^\R-DL ST ILIAT I ON

A comprehensive review of the theory, technique, and applications of

Fiolecular distillatio]:!. Several deE:ign£ of oot-tyiie and column m.oleculaj

stills are described and illur:;trated.

136, Burch, C. R., and van Dijck, W, J, D,

J, Soc. Chem. Ind. 58, 39 (1959)
Lecture presented November 7, 1958 f issue of February 1959

THE THEORY AND DE\^LOPfffiNT OF HIGH-VACUUM DJSTILL/'^TION

Molecular distillation is characterized by the use of permanent gas
pressures so low (10~^ atm.) as to -play no essential part in determining
the speed of distillation, or even whether distillation takes place or
not. The historical development of this m.ethod of distillation, and the
theoretical considerations governing the process, are outlined, and
factors limiting the large-scale application are discussed.

Two types of "self-pur.ipj.ng still", which rer.cve the liirdt set by the
finite rate of gas flow in the still itself, are described. The limit
set by splashing due to traces of decom.position remains.
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].£7, Pkv/cett, E. W. M.

J. Eoc. Chem. Incl. 58_, 45 (1S39)
Lecture presented Kcveinber 7, 1938; issue of Feoruary 1939

THE GEKFRAL TECHKIQUE OF ?;:OLECUUR DISTILIi^.TIOK. I. THE ClIARACTEPiSTICS
.AND SCOPE OF TliE FROCESS

The general characteristics of the molecular clititillation procesG are
discussed and the effect of variables such as pree sure, temperature, amd
gap between eva.porating and condensing surfaces on the performance of
molecular stills is considered. The niain disadvantages 'of 'the process are
poiBtod out, r^amely, limited fractionating power and low themal e'ffi-

ciency. The general scope of the process is illustrated by consideration
of its application to the proceE?-ing of natural triglyceride oils. It. is

concluded that the process is unliliely to coiripete v/ith normal distill^ition

processes in fields v/here the latter procecs is applica.ble and that the
molecular distillation process finds its rwain outlet in the prelir.dnary
concentration of materials of a low order' of thermal stf^billty.

138. Furrows, Godfrey " ' '

,

J. Soc. Chem. Inc. 58, 50 (1939) '

Lecture presented l^ovember 7, 1 938; istue of February 1939

THE GEEERAL TECHIIIQUE OF I'iOLECUL,;.R DISO ILLATIOE. II. GENERAX DESIGN OF
MOLECULAR DISTILLATIOII EQUIHTEKT

The technique of molecular distillation demands equipment specially
designed to meet the particular requirements of the process, one impor-
tant feature being the production and mainten8,nce of the high vacua
necessary. In ordor to niake the apparatus proof against the leals.ge in-

wards of external air, special precautions have to be observed during the

manufacture of the apparatus. The -designs of the various .joints used
T!i.ust incorporate suitable seals. This paper describes various forms of

continuous and dif; continuous high-vacuum stills, together with the more
important items of equipment. Methods of miaintaining the high degree, of
vacuum required 'are discussed, and different typec of condenEa.tion pum.ps

are illustrated and described. The molecular distillation process lends

itself conveniently to automatic operation. Various devices available
for protection of the plant under conditions "of automiatic operation are

considered.

Jewell, Yl. , iV'^ead, T, rl. , and Phipps, J, V[.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind. _58, 5G (1939)
Lecture r;res-.;nted Eovember 7, 1938; issu^- of February 1939
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:hk application of molecular distillation to the cgnceftr^.tion of vitamins

ThiC paper traces the development of molecular distillation, as applied to

vitcU'iin A and gives some account of the fe;aturos of the procef;?; v/hich

apply more particularly to the treatment of this vitamin. Vitamin A
occurs in fish-liver oils, chie.fly in the form, of fatty r^cid esters. YJhen

concentrated by sapoi,iifi cation, free vitamin A alcohol is produced.
Molecular distillation tias bfcen employed successfully for the concentra-
tion and purification of x'-itamin A on the commercial scale since 1S22,

The concentration of vitamin A directly from fish-liver oils presents
special difficulties on account of the decaniposition apt to occur at high,

temperatures,- These difficulties have been overcome and vitamin A esters
can be prepared in concentrated form on a coirffliercial scale., Ey molecular
distillation of natural oils containing vitamins D and E, these substances
also may be concentrated. The application of the process to vitamins D
and is still in the experimental stage.

140,, Klose, A, A,, and Almquist, H, J,

J. Am, Chem. Soc. _61,'552 (1939)
Received for publication December 19, 1933; issue of February 1939

THE USE OF PHOSPKOTUNGSTIC ACID IK THE PRE^LIMIL'ARY REFIIIIKG OF EXTRACTS
CONTAINING VITMIIN K

Vitamin K cojicentrates are purified by molecular distillation as pr^^viously

described (Abstract 115).

141, Morton^ Avery A," „ -. .

New York: fi^cGraw-Hill Book Co. (I9c8,) (pp., 118-122.) ^
-,

L/iEORA.TORY, TECHNIQUE; IN ORGANIC Cl-IEll-ilSTRY

The theory and applications of m.olccular disti;llation are discussed, and
several t\T:'GS of pot stills are described and dllustrated.

L2, Lover.n, J. A., i.Iead, T. H. , and Morton, R, A.
Eiochem. J, ,??, ZZ'6 (lP-39)

Received for publication January 27, 1939

HALIBUT INTESTINAL OIL

A 0,5-g, f.:am.jle of oil from the ileum of a relatively fresh halibut was
subjected to molecular distillation in a column still, after dilution
with 75 ml, constant-yield oil and 75 ml. of residue oil from a previous
distillation, .Hi cl<man ' s elimdnation curve technique was followed, dis-
tillate fractions being collected for 10° temperature increments

,

Spectrophotometric assay shovied that about 4 percent of the total vitamin
A occurred in the fractions collected over the range 90-140° and that 96
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percent was volatile at higher teriperatures , The elimination curve over
the range 150-240° was tall and narrov/ with a •inaxiinuin near 210°. The re-
sults indicated that approxirae.tely 95 percent of the vitamin occurred as
esters and that the acids vmich were combined in the greater part of these
did not differ much in laolecular weight,

,

-

Distillation of undiluted intestinal oil which had undergone considerable
autolysis showed that about 20-30 percent of the vitamin existed in the
free state and the free acids accompanied the vitamin in the distillates.
The high acid content faciJ.itated cyclizaticn and made it difficult to
collect the distillates without overheating the condenser. Another sample
from which free acids had been removed vr&s shown to contain 26 percent of
the vitamin as free . alcohol.

143a, Smith, lY. Harold, and i'^ing, Henry J,

J. Res. Nat. Bur. Standards 22_, 52 9 (1939)
Dated January 30, 1939; issue of May 1939 , • ..

BEHAVIOR OF RUBBER IiYDROCAREOIn! IN A MOLECULAR STILL

To obtain infonriation on the molecular weight of rubber it was distilled
at 160° in a pot-tirpe molecular still of the Yfeshburn type having an
evaporating surface of 60 cm.^ and a path of 0,7 mm. During a 100-biOur

run with a liquid-air-cooled, condenser a small deposit vislc formed which
was feebly extensible and did not recover comT-'letely wrien deformed;
heating produced a characteristic burned-ru'ljber odor. In further experi-
ments (250 hours, dry-ice condenser, and 140 days, tap-water condenser)
the distillates obtained were hard, transparent, and insoluble in ordinary
rubber solvents. It was difficult to remove oxygen from the specimens of

rubber used, and oxidation or cyclization may have taken plase,

143b, Smith, W, Harold, and Wing, Henrv J.

Rubber Chem. Tech. 12_, 789 (1939)

BEHAVIOR OF RUBBER HYDROCARBOK IN A F.OLECUMR STILL

See preceding abstract,

144. Mead, Thomas H.

Biocheir.. J. 33, 589 (1939)
Received for publication February 3, 1939

CRYSTALLINE ESTERS OF VITA?:IN A, I. PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES

Sterol-free vitamin concentrates frop fish-liver oils were purified by
repeated fractional molecular distillation in a cyclic still of the Hickman
type. The concentrates v;ere diluted with a "rejidue" oil prepared by re-
moving from cod-liver oil materials molecularly distillable at 250^ or less.
The distilland was circulated at 6 mil. per minute at temperatures bctvjeen
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85= and 130°. Fresf.ures of 0.001-0.003 nan. vwre itiairitai-ntd^. In an exa.:nplf;

a diftillr^.te at 95^ had a Carr-Pricc; value of 80,000 and ^n^^^^'i^^^ riimu.) =
^

1690, Id another run a frs-ction vv--:;? obtained h--ving S^/^'J (S28 n-rriu'O^ ,1960.
iCI".

145. Almquist, H. J., and Klose , A. A,.'
,.,

J. Afi. Cheiii. Soc. 61, 745 (l9oC),

Received for puMica'cion February 2o, 1'939': issue -of L^p^rch 1959

146.

THE IS0IJ.TI0N OF VITAMII^ K AS, A CHOLEIC ACID .

IVk'lecular distillation Avas usedir;. preparirif:- some of the vitamin: conceritrates.

Lnersoii, Oliver R. , ItierE^on, Gladys A., and Lvans , Herbert M.
Science 8_9, 185 (1959)

' ',

\

"

.
'

Issue of P'ebruarv 24, 1959
'

.

OCCUimE^^CK OF GAM'A T0C0PHL,E0L IN COIffi EMBEYO OIL .,

An oily residue obtained from the sterol-free unsaponifia't le of corn oil

Tra.vS molecularly distilled as ]^re-viously described for palm oil (Abstract

118). The fraction distilling betv«een 120-140° contained the -bulk of the
tocopherol, \ .

• '

l<;-7. Fiaccadori, Alceo
Chimica e induptria (Italy) 2]., 109 (1959)

Dated February 1959; isf^ile of April .1953

LA DI£TILIA7;i01vE ^^OI-ECOURI; '
'

•

'

A review of thf theory and applications of molecular di-stillation,

tcrv and. industrinl-scale apparatus ic described and- illustrated.
Labora-

148. i\lmqi.iist, H. ,J., and Klose, A. A,
J. Am, Chem. 8oc. 61, 1610. (1959) ,

.,

-

Received for putjlication Iviay 19, 1939; issue of June 1959

, COLOR RFATIOKS- IK VITvM^IK K CCHCENTRATES
"'

Molecular distillation was used, for the purification of some of the concentrates.

149, Gray, E.
J. Eiol,

Rc-e
Pr s

CQMR' R,IoC

LcB.
Ghem. 1_51 ., 517 (1959)

'

'
' /

i\^ed ;; o~"~jablica''.: on July 10^ 1959; issue of Kovember 1959
, Ohem. .Sac... April 4. 19395e:\ted i.;-'io,^-e

Ao BY DISTIL! A TIOK.

'^

.-"!

? . lo... -,

cii'- li ' le

Unsa""orb
yiel'""' oi 1

100 ; nvi !;

that th-

contain the same itu'';ibei

•m.0.1- li-ver o l1 wc re diluted i/vith ccnstant-
molfc.xx./^r Sb

I'VL^iD'.r-).' ur
itamin .A.

at tei;:p^^natures bet^veen
: c.'"" ':'i>- •''! i - „; .0- on-c-irvi.-; technioue it is shown

.': ::i.'ii.i Ao t: lj.i;,.i."ati.on riaxi^ujri is only 5° above
Pucatts i^hot trie :'^c.l '^cales of the two vitamins
o^--.rbon atoms .
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150. -^linquist, II, J., and Klose, K. A, •

J. Am. Chem.' Soc . 6]^, 2557 (1939)
Received for publicatj.on July 21, 19?9

SVNTHPJIC AND NATUML ANTimKORi-lHAGIC C0I:PCIT1^DS . ' •

Eolutioiis of vitair.dri K, the purified pipnent derived frcrr the vit^^min
by elkaline hydrolysis, the low-temperature dif-tillate froi;T the molecular
still (contains no vitairin K), and pure pl'i;^^ol all exhibit a character-
istic v/hite fluroescence when exposed xo the light fro- en argon lamp.
The active nucl6;us , 2-methyl-l, 4-naphthoquirone, doc£ not show this
fluorescence, -

_

2-I:ethyl-3(? )-phy"byl-l, 4-napbthoquihone v/as prepared and purified by
repeated molecular distillation. The product h:-. s the color, oily foriT:

and solubilities sirrilar to those "of vitamin K froi:, alfalfa and sublines
in the molecular still under the same teLipe-ra-ture and pressure. It shows
the white fluorescence mentioned above.

151. Morton, Avery A., Fahoney, John F. , and Richardson, Graham.
Ind. Eng. Chen.., Anal. T^d, 11, ^60 (1939)

Is-sue of August 15, 1939
.

•

VACUUM SUBLIMATION /.KD IIOLKCULAR I^ISTILLATIOP.APPARATUS

A vertical glass pot still is usee for Quantities up to 25 g. It consists
of an outerjacket 30 cmi. long -ind 6.5 era. in diam.eter, having a flange at -

the top. A bulbous condenser is inserted in a rubber stopper, v/hlch is
supported by the flange. Conta.minc-; tion of distillates is prevented by use
of a glass ',;loth which is supported just above the distilland. Pressures
less than 2 x 10~ can be maintained.

For smis.ller quantities of m.aterial a sublim^Ltion apj^aratus resemibling that

of Heilbron et el (Abstract 32) is used. A boat conta:ining the distilland
is placed at the closed end of a horizontal tube 75 cm. long and 1.4 cmi. in

diam.eter. The open end of the tube is connected by means of a ground joint
to the high vacuum systemi. For most of its length the tube is surrounded
by an 'electric furnace. Just outside the furnace the tube is wrapped
with a nsrrow strip of cloth kept moist and cool; this serves as a con-
denser. 'Alien a fraction is collected at one tem>perature the electric
furnace is m^oved back about 6 cm., the condenser moved onto the vacant
position, the temperature raised a little, and a new fraction collected.

The process is repeated r<ntil the desired number of fractions has been
objtained. Among its uses the apparatus is excellent for testing the purity
of a ccnpound, since the first and last fractions should have identical
m.e 1 1 i ng poi nt s .
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152. Gray, E. LeB., Kickman, K. C, D., anci Prov/ii", Llizabeth F.

J. Nutrition 2£, 39 (1940)
'

.

Received for publication' Auguf;t 23, 1939

Ti'ffl STATE OF VITAJ'II^ A IK THE LIVER OF THE MT AFTER FEEDING VARIOUS FORMS

OF THE VITAIv'^IN

Vitamin A was fed to rats in the fcrm of U.S.P, refei-ence oil, vitaiiiin A

caproate;, niolecularly-distilled ester concentrate, vitarrdn A. stearate,
vitairdn A alcohol, and p-carotene; 20,000 units were adrrri-nirtered over a

-5 8-hour period. The vitamin was recovered in the livers as the esters,
using the eliinination-curve technique with constarit-yield oil, and
spectrophotoirietrlc assay. Percentage recovery was in the order listed and
ranged from 55.6 percent of the \'itairiin fed as U.S.P. reference oil and
39.3 percent for the free-alcohol form to 9.7 percent from p-carotene,
A small 8.i5;ount of the vitamin alcohol was always present,, the significance
of which is at present unknown. The t^noe of ester is each case was siindlar,

which suggests a selective utilization of fatty acids l-y the rat for the
purpose of ee.terifying the vitaiiiin.

155, Aliaquist, H, J., and Klose, A. A.
J. Fiol. Chem. _130, 791 (1939)

Received for publication Septen-;ber 25, 1939; issue of October 1939

A DERIVATIVE OF VITATv'IN K]_

B'Jolecular distillation was used to purify an unknomi siibstarjce obtaj.ued
during the alkaline hydrolysis of vitamin E-i,

154, Flcbl-ian, Kenneth C, D, (to Distillation Products, Inc.)
U. S. patent 2,234,166

Application November 3, 1959
Patented March 11, 1941

VACUUI/^ DISTILLAT'ION

A new type of centrifugal still comprises an evacuated ch-a.mber in which
the inner surface of a cone, rota table on a vertical axis, serves as the
evaporator, i/ithin the cone are a series of :uperiniposed condensers.
Distillate drains to a receiver below the lowest condenser, whence it is
withdray/n to the outside of the cl-iamber. One or several units mav be
housed in a single evacuated casing. Six claims, .
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155i Klose, A, A., and Al:nquir;t, H. J» .
• •

J. Eiol. Chem. 132 / 469 (1940)
Received for puLlication Dccenber 22, 1939

SYNTHESIS OF VITAMIIJ Kj

2-Methyl-l j4-naphthoquinorie was conderseG wj th phytyl brcr.dde to form
vi tamin ' E, j 2-methyl-5-phytyl-l ,4'-naphthoquinone . The crude product was
fractionated in a ir.olecular siiil'l.

156. RawlingG, Herbert W, '

'

Oil and Soap lb_, 231 (1939)-'

Issue of December i939
« ' ' '

I-T^LECULAR DISTILLiVTIOlJ OF SOYBEAN AND CORN OILS

Alkali-refined soybean oil (1000 pal.) and corn oil (700 gab.) vrere dis-'

tilled in a n-'Ultiple-unit pilot-plant raolecular still at a free air pressure
of 2 X 10" irjn, and a rate of 7 to 8 gal. per hour. In the case of soybean
oil, 12 percent of distillate was collected in four fractions at tcr.per-

atures betv/een 170 and 275°C.; the residue was redistilled ii.to three

'

fractions betv/een 280 and 295°, giving an additional 72 percent of dis-
tillate. The corn oil was distilled irto four fractions (10 percent yield)
at tei::peratures between 150 and 280''C. Anr.lytical data are presented for

the distillate fractions and residues.

Successive fractions were increasinrlv bla.nd. the last beine: nearly s.s

tasteless as if stean deodorized. Little .fractioriistiori of the rlyceride
constituents occurred, but unsaponifiables were alruost cor.pletely concen-
trated in the first tvv'o fractions, Pigr^ents and odorous constituents
volatilize readily. •

157, i<\irter, M. • •

Mitt. Lebensm^ Ilyg* 30^ 200 (1939)

NEUE PROBLEliE DER DESTILLATlONi IIOLLKULARBESTILL^.TION

A lecture reviewing the t'neory and applications of molecular distillation,
with descriptions of apparatus.

158, Anon\'mous

Ov^aka , Japan: Boshoku Zasshischa (1939)

NYLON (In Japanese)

A review of Japanese and foreign work on synthetic fibers, including that

of Garothers, The Carothers-Hill pot-tj/pe riolecular still is described
and illustrated.
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159. Vfe.terrii.arj,, .K. I., and van Vlodrop, C.

Rev. Chim. ind. (Paris) 48, 314 (1939)

LA. DISTILLATION MOLECULAIRE OU DISTILLS. TICK A DISTANCE CCURTE

A lecture showinf; the auvarita^;es of molecular distillation, especially
in the .fields of vitamins and homones, oils ana fats, perfumes, petroleum,
and light metals. The theory of distillation is outlined, L'/'aterinan'

s

work is historically reviewed, and claims to priority in the desip;n and
application of various types of stills are presented, , .

160. Gray, E. LeF
,

, and Cawley, John L,

J, Biol, Chem,"154, 397 "(1940)

Received for publication f'larch 11, 1940

TIIE INFLUEECE OF STRUCTURE ON Tiff: LLIMIMTICN KAXIl'^UM. I. TIH^ .STRUCTURE

OF YITAIIN Ap

By means of the elimination curve tecr:a:.iique , the ei'fect of constitution
upon the distillation beiiavior of a number of fatty acids has been

determined, '

A. 3-g, c-ample of a piven. acid vras r.lxed vrith 50 ml. of con-

stant-yield oil and 150 ml. of corn oil residue and. distilled in a 500-mI

.

cyclic mole.cular still, v/it]i a 10-m.in. cvcle and 10" tem.perature
increm.onts . For analysis each fraction, in ethanol c^.olution, was titrated
af-ainst phenolphthalein with 0.1 N aqueous sodium hiydroxide.

A comparison of the ej.imination curves of lauric, myrisiic, palmj.tic, and
stearic acids shov/s that one -(^Hp- group raises the elimi natioii maximum. 5°.

Eim.ilar com.parisons v/ith unsaturated acids show that each unconjugated
double bond lowers the maxiiiiurri ?.."', wlien the double bonds are conjugated,
whether in open chains or rings, each additional double bond raises the
m.aximum 3", As vitamin A^^^ has one more conjugated double bond tlian

vitamin A., and its miaximuL, is 5° higho.r, it probably has the same number
of carbon atoms as vitamin A.

161. Gray, E. LeB., Ivorgareidge , F., a.nd Cawley, J. D.

J, Nutrition 20, 67 (1940)
Received for publication ferch 12, 1940; issue of July 1940

INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF ^ITAI'IN A IN TEE NOFl^AL RAT

Vitamin .A was fed to rsts in trie fonii of its naturally-occurring esters
and the percent of ive<:i alcohol in the lumen and gut wall detenmined at
various tim.e intervals, using the technique of elimination curves. The
data indicate that vitamin A esters behave as do others of the fatty acids
in the intestinal tract, in that they are hydrolyzed by tlae en?,ym;;s

present there, and furth.or, that during the lieight of the absorption, the
vitamin exists in the gut wall chiefly as the alcohol.
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162. Forse, H. S.

Ind. bng. Chfcin. ZZ_, 10S9 (l94l)
Fresented beforo /jtk Chein. Soc, April 10, 1940; issue of August 1941

MOLECUMR DISTILMTION OF POLYI.IERIZED DPTIITG OILS

.The poj^sitle application of molecular distillation to pol^inerizec oils
such as dehydrated castor, oiticica, walnut, rrienhaden, and sardine is

described. By such a process considerable improve^xient in filin-forning

properties is achieved, the.dr^/ing times, for exar.ple, being reduced in

some cases by a factor of iriore than five, A ccrmercial bodied fish oil

has J:een subjected to molecular distillation and chemical and physical
analyses made of both the distillates and reividues for various percentage
distillates.

162. Hickman, Kenneth CD,- -

Ind. Eng. Chem.' _32, 1451 (1940)
Presented before Ajn. C:;.em.. Soc, April 11, 1940; issue of Ilovenber 1940

HIGH-VACUmi .DISTILLVTIOF OF THJi STEROIDS

Sterols can be separated fromi the natural _cils in which the^y occur by
distillation in the molecular still at 100-220°, Tlie steroids which are
not cdl soluble are preferably separated by crystallization. If it is

desired to .distill them., they are best liandled as solids in the m.olecular

pot still or in stills of the diffusion type.

Even' the sterols Vv-hich occur naturally in oil ar^. o'^'ly partially oil sol-

uble. They separate as crystals from the enriched distillates, ana after
separation of the crystals these dis-ti Hates can be returned to the
molecular still to give nev/ distillates, froii' which a further crop of crys-
tals can be extracted.

The antirachitic n.aterials formied by the Irradi-ation of sterols are m.ore

soluble in oil. They can le' separated fromi the parent sterol by a comi-

bination of distillation and crystallization, the antirachitic material Re-
maining in the soluble portion of the distillate.

The molecular still is useful for purifying steroids &;nd waxes isolated
in biological research. Sraall quantities are generally all that are avail-
able, and these are handled in the pot still vvith a detachable head.

Although distillation effects concentration of the steroids, it is seldom,

able to separate them in absolute purity, and must be assisted by saponi-
ficatioi'; and crystallization.



164, Mark, H. , and .Whitby, G. S. . . .• , •
.

New York: iRtersciencc Pu.bli.&hers, Ir;c. (1940)
Dated April 1940

HIGH POLYMLI^S. VOL. I. COLLECTED FAFLIie OF l.ALLAOE H. CAFOTHI'HS

Included Ir, the work of Carotherc and at'sooietet' dealing; vdth the appli-
cation oi' molecular UiRtillation in polyiner formotion. (See Abstracts 19,

25. ^6. 27. 20. 29. 41 4/i
, 45).

165. Riemenschneider, R, vV., Swift, C. E., ajjd San do, Charlps E.

Oil and Soap r/, 145 (1940)
FroEented before hui. Oil Chei;.. £oc. , I'ay 9-11, 19-^0; isnue of July 1940

FOIJiCITLAR FISTILLATTOK Apn LOM TRFTRATURF CRYP^ ^LLJ7ATT0F OF CO^fTOrSFE'D

OIL AIID TIF. STA.FILITY Of IFF ;"0LEC1j1ARLY DlSTILIiF FRACTIOFS

Refired cottonseed oi] (1400 g..) vrah; distilled in a Hickman type cyclic
. molecular' still at ter:riero.tures iietv-een 150 and 250" aiider an aver;;.ge

pressure of .002 mrp. Fifteen fractions were colleci.ed, h'avinp: an iodine
value spread of 100 t.o 121. The I ul}: of the unsaponifiabl^ was concentrated
in the first fraction.

Peroxide
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;
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166. Detwiler, Jr., S. B. , aj.d Farkley, K. S.

Ind. Enr. Cher,! ., Ana 1 . ICd . ]£, 348 (1940)
Issue of Junu 15. 1G40"

IAFORATORY-TYPF roLECUIAR OR STIORT-PATH STILL FOR VFGETAFtt Anp ApirAX FATS
AND OILS

t^.n improved colurra still of the E'air-Schicktan? typ<:^ (•'•bstr. 71) is de-
scribed and illusti'ated, Fodifications haie IcferL ijitroduced by rt ducinp- the
niunber of annuli and roceivtrB, increasin.;; the distribution of ciistilland

over the distilling surfaces, oliiiiinatiiif; splashira: at the point of ingress
of the oil to the coluiiM proper, incri-asin^;' the cepacity by enlarging; the size
of the coluTiin, and designin;:^: the receiver units to allow for interniittent
withdrawal of fracti oi^s v/it}jGut- interrupting the distillation.
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167. Kapr;, J. P., Lot.b, H. G., I'orris, F. A., y.nd Burr, G. 0. .• •

'• '

Oil and £oap 17, 118 (1940)
IsEue of June 1940

THE THIOCYAIJOGEM \kUm OF LIII0LL1?IC .1CIE

Linolenic aoicl }.-ropn.red from hexabromottffs. ric acid vas distilled in
moleculB.r stillft 10""^ mm, pre-Bture

.

168. Kaufniann, H. P., and Ycolf, W.
Fette u. Sp.fen 47, 252 (1940) .. . ,

'

•

*
I: sue of June 1940

UPER DIP A!TWi;DUTIG'LER„J^0LEKULAR-DI5STILLi^TI0F /-UF DEIi-- FETTGEPIPT. I. DIE
DESTILL/TIOP VOH FETTSi^UREK WI) DIE ElITSAURMG PEP FETTE

A r-vi>w of thf hif^torical •-.nd tpz-orctice-.l arptctf. of molecular distil-
lation. Eighty patents are aPstracted, Several irolecular stills are
Illustrated, and results of distillations of -^yarinus oils rrc reported, A

previous article on the subject is referred to (paufrivann; Fotte u. Selfen A5

,

. 564 (1938)). '

'

.

169. Baxter, J. G. , and Robeson, 0. D.

Science 92, 203 (1340) .

'

•

-

Issue" of Aur.ust 30, 1940

CRYSTALLINE VITAMIN A P/ EPITATE ^U) ^IT'^l'IP _• XCCPGL

VitaBiin A esters wt re obtained by .distillation of fis?i liver oils in a

cyclic molecular still. After- saponification cf the concentrates and
crystallir.ation of the vitamin A e.lcohol, tht latter was esterjfied v/ith

pa.^tiityl chloride. After recrystallization of the ester (m. ^6-28")

^Icm.^^^^ ii'^-^u.) - 540.

170. Johnston, '! . P., and Braaley, I. F. .

•

Inc. Eng. Chem. ££, 86 (1941)
Present' d before /ra, Chcm. Foe, September 10, 1940; issu-v of Janupry

1941.

DRYING OILS AND RESINS. PIJRIFIC/iTK^N OF POLYP;ERIZED METHYL LIPOLEATE EY

POLEGUL^R DISTILLATION

The crude diraer cf the meth^/l esters of dehydrated castor oil fatiy r.cids

was fractionated in a cyclic m.olecul:Tr still of the Hi ckm.nri type. A series

of fractions v/as obtained between 180' -^nd 290« at 2 x 10'"^ mm. The bulk of

the distillate coFiprised one or m.ore dimers cf m.ethyl linoleote v/hich were

redistilled at 190-200°. The pol;i,Tr:erization of methyl linolente appears to

be analogous to t?ie dlmerization and trimeri nation of butadiene.
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171. Kaufirann, H. P., a.rd V/olf, V.

Fette u. Selfen 48, 51 (1941)
Issue of February 1941

fe-ER DIE AH^/EDUKG DER li^OLEKUL/ R-DESTILEATICI^

DESTILLATIOK VOi;i GLYCiRIDEH
iJE DEM FETTGEBIET. II DIE

Detailed results of the molecular distillation of a number of fats are de-

scribed. Included are .triolein, trixnyristin , coconut fat, palm kernel fat,

butterfat, linseed oil, and soybean oil. As. a typicsl exair^ple, crude soy-

bean oil (IV 1^4,7) -was separated into four fr«otion-s at tei^iperatures up

to 255°, 261% 264°, and 267°, ha-vinf iodlre i/alues of 116.9, 121.4, 124.1,

and 128,0, respectively. The residue (15 percent) had an IV of 118,5.

172, Hickman, Kenneth, and ?,;ees, Grahar.i .0. .. . ,

Abstracts of Papers , 10.1st Mtg. /w. Ch-ir,. Soc. B-.7 (1941)
Presented before Am. Chem, S.oc., April .7, 1941

VITAMIK A SUPPLIES DURIEG A K/^TIOR^L IJFERGEIICY

Expansion now under wfiy in xriachinery for the concentration of vitai'iin A by
moleciilar di stillo tion, sho\ald prevent a shortap^e of t?ie vitamin during the

current em.ergency.

173, Eiabree, Morris . .

Abstracts of Pspers, 101st Mtg. Aju. Ch^m. Soc. E"2e (1941)
Presented before Airi . Chem, Soc, April 9, 1941

THE KEP^RATIOIT OF K-TURiM, COMPONENTS BY MOIJ.CUL'-R I'TtI TpLA TION

Molecular distillation penriits successful concentration of vitamin }', the

naturrl fatty acid esters of vitamin A, vitamin I', the sterols, and other
alkali-sensitive unsaponifiable matf-i-lal. In the distillation of animal or
vegetable oils, odoriferous m.aterials, frex-: fatty acids, and unsaponifiables

; are usually concentrated in that order in the early fre.ctions . The later
fractions usually consist of pure trj.glycerides

.

TEie triglyceride cor.iposition is substantially the samjC in each frRctiori from
the distillation of soybean oil. No better separation is m^ade with, cotton-
seed oil, castor oil, or corn oil. Slightly better soparatior. is made with
linseed oil, a.nd a marked separation is made with the glycerides of coconut
and menhaden oil.

174, Quackenbush, F, V;.^ Gottlieb, Pi. L, , and Sttenbock, Harry
Abstracts of papers , 101st Mtg. Am. Chem. Soc. A-11 (1941)

Presented beforf; 'Vm. Chcrn, Soc, April 8, 1941
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DISTILLATION OF TOCOFEKOLS FRO'' SOYBL/ N OIL ... - '
.

An &.ll-glef:K cyclic molecular still w-.v, cUsifiied for tlie stparrtion i^nd

concentration of em.: 11 Emounts oi' ci^ttri-;.!. Under the conditions traployed,

the distillation FJ^.ximuiri of pure a-toccr-herol was found to. .be 140°; a-toco-
pherol waE recoveraule without loss in the distillate.

An attoripted distills.tion of vitard.n F froir crude soytcv-r oil shc^wcd a

diFtillation raxiinui^v slightly lower than 140°, su.j.fcec'tixip- the. presence of
a rrdxture of tocopherols. Of the total tocopherol present ae deterndned
rhotometrically, less than half distilled belo^v 220°, .The remainder -of

the chroEOf.enic substances was shoi'vm to r^inain cu'- ntitatively in the undis-
tilled residue.

175. Gray, E. Lob,, and Cawley, John D.

Abstracts of papers, lOlst. Mtg, jim.. Ciieia, Soc, .'.-10 (1941)
Presented before Ain. Chem, Soc, .:5pril 8, 1941

THE STATE OF YITAIi^IN A I-" THE LB/ER- GF T?IE FAT.

FEEDIIIG THE VITAI'IN OTOE EXTEFDSD PEEIODS

Previous vrork (.'Jtstr. 152) showed that vitaritixi .a. fed to rats over a short
period of time 'v'^as recover-cd in the livers as a ccer.plcx r. ixture of esters.
It bias now been found that wr-en the same amount cf vitamin is fed cvar an
extended period of tim.e , the complexity of the este,r mixture , as .judged by
the eliirination-curve technique, is diminished. If th"; time- period is

sufficiently long, a point is finally reached vvhere but a single ester is

T'l-'^-sent in substantial am.ounts. This pster is appf^rently characteristic
of the aniiaal rcther ths'n the material fed.

176. Earle, F. P., and Detwiler,. Samuel E., Jr.

Oil and Soap 18, 117 (1941) •

Issue cf June 1941
,

?^\Z CONSTITUENTS OF TI^. s'aETERIZEH PRESS. Gi'-KE CF SOYPE-!- OIL

An improved pot-tjrpc molecular still v^rs usi-;d to srp:, r^. A: fret alr-ohols

from waxes found in tJie wii^terizer press c^ke of soybean oil. An attempt
was also made to fractionate the w^axes. The apparrtus is described and
illustrated.
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SUpPL^MEM SO. 1 TO ABSTEJ\CTS OF PATENTS AM) JOURNAL-

ARTICLES RELATING TO FCLECUUR DISTILLATIOH :

177. . Cloetta, M. •.
.

.

~

Arch, exptl. Pa.th. Fhan.iakol. 8_b, 11? (1920) -. . '

'

Issue, of N'oveir.ber 5, 1920

ZUR EENNTNIS DEE .CHEMIE UND PIiA.B''/^K0I.0GIE DEE DIGITOXIl^S UND SEINER
SPALTMGSPRODUKTE

Small quantities of digitoxin M\iere purified bv Eublirnation in a g:lass vestiel

connected through a ground Joint to a mercury vapor pump, pressures were

estimated by means of a spark riischf=rge. On heating, the distilland in a

m.etal bath at 270° a white, cr^/stalline distillate Avas formed in the upper

part of tEie vessel,

176. Hickman, Kenneth C. D. , and Hecker, John C. (to Distillation Products, Inc.)

U. S. patent 2,249,524
Appli cation January 27, 19 S

9

Patented July 15, 1941

PROCESS FOR IMPROVING OILS

Substances of undesirable odor and taste are ren'oved from vitamin-contain-
ing oils by subjecting such oils to short-patli. distl lie. tion to_ remove a

fracti on , containing between 0.5 arid 2 percent of the vitaiiun content. The

purified oil is then Vi/ithdrawn from the still as undistilled residue. Two
cla.im.E.

179, Hickipan, KennetEx C. D. (to Distillation Products, Inc.)
U. S, patent 2,249,526

Application June 9', 1959
Patented July 15, 1941

VACUiai DISTILLA.TION

Molecular distillation residues are treid.ed to mechanically separate solids
contained therein and formed by the distillation. The liquid so treated is

then re-subjected to distillation. Six claimiS.

180. Distillation Products, Inc,
British patent 526,589

Accepted September 17, 1940
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VITAiaiJ COMPOSITIONS

The oil is submitted to a preliminsi.ry saponification by use of an amount of
saponifying af,ent in excess of that required to saponify the free fatty acid
content of the oil but not exceeding 20 percent excess. The oi,l is siphoned
off from the settled mixture and filtered through a 'siliceous filter, bed.
After -degassing, the oil is subjected to distillation' in a small high-vacuum
s1;i,il having vaporizing and condensing surfaces separated by about one inch.
(From Chemical Abstracts 35:7125; patent not at hand.)

181. Distillation Products, Inc.
British patent 527,381

Accepted October 8, 1940

TRB:ATING ANII'IAL AND VEGFT.'.BLE OILS FOR RETARDING OXIDATION

The oils are subjected td high-vacuum, unobstructed-path distillation, A
distillate fraction is collected in a known manner possessing antioxidant
properties and the first one to tv/o percent of distillate is separated
therefrom as a separate fraction possessing pro-oxidant properties. (From
Chemical Abstracts 35:7224; patent not pt hand.)
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REFTCRENCES CU HIGH-l/TVCuI".;; SUBLIM-^TIOR OF IT^'T/LS

Chaudron, G., and Garvin, K,. Chimie et indurrtrie 9, 647 (1923). (Chemical
AtE tracts 17:2374)

Chaudron, G,, and Garvin, M, Chirnic et inc^uEtrio Special Ko. '218
, 430

(Sept. 1926). (CA 21:514)

Chaudron, G. , and Garvin, G, Chiraif. et Industrie Special Eo
.

, 386 (April

1928). (CA 22:4384)

Herenguel, J., and Chaudron, G. Compt. rend. _195, 771 (1951). (C; 26:663)

Herenguel, J., and Chaudron, G. Cor.ipt. rend. ]_^, 1272 (1932). ,
(CA 27:1301)

Chaudron, G., and Kerenguel, J, French patent 751,085, August- 26, 1933.

(CA 28:1009) '

Herenguel, J, Chirr.ie et Industrie Special Ko., 701 (April 1934).
(CA 28:5379)

Herenguel, J,, and Chaudron, G. 14th Congr. chira. ind., P^-ris, Cct, 1934
,

5 jJp. (CA 29:6188)
~

Herenguel, J., and Chaudron, G. Metaux £, 415 (1934). (CA 29:7892)
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LIST OF PATcil'TS

Australian
. _

,

863/31 Van Dijck Abstract 17e

Austrian

20,902/36 Imperifl Chemicc 1 Industrie^: '

'

_
48e

Belgian

406,148 Imperial ChCMiicp. 1 Industries ,
' " 47e

428,704 Imperial Chc;rdc-1 Industiries _,
. 111b

British

i\j6

303
315

358
396

422

428
434
435

437
438
442

448
452

457
457
457

458
458

458
464
467
46S
476

078 Purch, F-ncroft, Hetrnpo] itan-Vickers Elec. Co, '8a
079 .lurch, Bancroft, MetropoUtan-VickerF Elec, Co.

.

- 8d

186 Burch, E.'\ncroft, Associated riectrical Industries.., 8e

391 K. V. de Eataafsche
'

17c
205 Burc'n, Preece, Associated Electrical Industries . -.35

088 British Drug Houses, C^\rr, Jewell 37a

941 iFiperial CheiTdcr^l Industries 35c
719 Bancroft, Associated B'lectrical Irdustries 49a
726 Fav;cett, i:cCo\ven, Imp^riel CheLiical Industries 50a
032 Fawcett, IvicCoi/Jon, Imperial Cheridcal Industries 51a

395 IiT'perial Chemical Industries 40a
056 Fav-cett, Imperial Cher,:ic;.;l Industriec 56a
000 Imperial Ghe::.ict. 1 Industries, Fawcett, V/alker 47o

800 Im-perial Chei-dcal Industries 48c
442 Y.-atcri7ian, Vt-ix Dijk, Imiperial Chemical Indiistries 58st

120 Fawcf^'tt , Imperic- 1 Chemical Industries 60

292 B-ncroft, Metropolitan-Vickers Elec. Co. 69

773 Vigers , Iir.perial Cherrdcal Industries 61

117 Vifcers , Iv'cCowen , Ir;:perial Chem.i c^ 1 Industries 63a

118 yi{fC-rK , Tr.vporial Cb.trical Industries 64

119 Vii^ert. , Imperial Cheirdc; 1 Industries 65

395 Fawcett, i'Jhittaker, Imperial Chemical Industries 73a

028 Fraser, Imperial Chemdcal Industries 76s

425 Fawcett, Imperial Chemical Industries 78

134 Eastmi-n Kodak Co, 72b
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477
479

479

480,

480

!

481

482

402
482'

482

484
485

485

487
487

487

488

409
490

',

49;

500,

501

501
507'

508'

511
524',

524!

526
527

955
802

816
265

885

189

880
881
882
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,736

,549

,C14

,567

,697

7-71

,878

623

i33

948

195

194
841
471
469

070
390
439

389

381

Kodak, Ltd,
Eastman Kodak Co,

I^astman Kodak Co. '

Fawcett, Eu'rrows , Imperir-.l Cheir.ic.l Industries.

Eastman Kodak Co,

Kodak, Ltd,

Kodak, Ltd.
Kodak, Ltd,

Kodak, Ltd.
Kodak, Ltd.

Kodak, Ltd.

Eastxnan Kodalc Co,

Eaotman Kodak Co.
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Fav/cett, feperial Chemical Industries
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Koaak, Ltd.

Kodak, Ltd,
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Distillation Products, -Inc.

Distillation Products

.

.Inc.
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85c

87b
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74b>

77d
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92a

93a

94a

104a

66b
66c

S8b
79b
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362,459 Metropolitan-I'ickers Elec, Co.

378.403 . Canadian Industries
378.404 Canadian Industries

49b
47d
56c

Butch

27,023
35,201
37,435
45,250
44.870
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Imp e ria 1 Cheird ca, 1 Indu s t r i e s

Imperial Chemical Industries
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Iraperial Chemical In.dustries

17a

35a
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